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AN ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF FLUTTER 
AND SIMILAR CHARACTERISTIC-VALUE PROBLEMS l 
By MYRON L. GOSSARD 
SUMMARY 
An iterative transformation procedure suggested by H. 
Wielandt for numerical solution of flutter and similar charac- 
teristic-value problems is presented. Application of this pro- 
cedure to ordinary natural-vibration problems and to flutter 
problems is shown by numerical examples. Comparisons of 
computed results with experimental values and with results 
obtained by other methods of analysis are made. 
INTRODUCTION 
Existing methods of flutter analysis include the 
representative-section method, generalized-coordinate meth- 
ods, matrix methods, and operational methods. The present 
report presents an iteration procedure for analysis of 
flutter and similar characteristic-value problems. 
For ordinary natural-vibration problems, iterative pro- 
cedures of the Stodola type (references 1 and 2) are suitable 
for finding the fundamental and higher-order natural modes 
and frequencies. The higher-order solutions are obtained 
through use of the orthogonality relations that exist among 
the natural modes. 
Orthogonality relations analogous to those that exist in 
ordinary vibration problems can be found in the flutter 
problem only by introduction of the so-called “adjoint” 
problem. (This additional step is unnecessary in ordinary 
vibration problems by virtue of the fact that they are 
“self-adjoint.“) Wielandt has suggested an iterative trans- 
formation procedure (reference 3) which is well-suited to 
the flutter problem in that it avoids the need of orthogo- 
nality relations and hence does not require consideration of 
the adjoint problem. The iterative transformation pro- 
cedure can also be applied to ordinary natural-vibration 
problems with less labor than is generally required in the 
extended Stodola procedure. 
Because both the original and translated works of 
Wielandt are difhcult to follow, an explanation of the idea 
of the iterative transformation procedure is given in the 
present report and the application of the procedure to 
ordinary natural-vibration problems and to flexure-torsion 
flutter problems is shown in numerical examples. Com- 
parisons of computed results with experimental values and 
with results obtained by other methods of analysis are 
also made. 
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SYMBOLS 
flexural stiffness 
torsional stiffness 
spanwise coordinate with origin at root of wing 
complex representation of amplitudes and phases 
of translation of elastic axis in harmonic motion 
complex representation of amplitudes and phases 
of rotation about elastic axis in harmonic motion 
coupled mode (y&> 
complex coefficients of y which, when multiplied 
by y, give complex representation of amplitudes 
and phases of aerodynamic and inertia forces 
associated with translational component of 
harmonic motion 
complex coefficients of 4 which, when multiplied 
by 4, give complex representation of amplitudes 
and phases of aerodynamic and inertia forces 
associated with rotational component of har- 
monic motion 
complex coefficients of y which, when multiplied 
by y, give complex representation of amplitudes 
and phases of aerodynamic and inertia torques 
associated with translational component of har- 
monic motion 
complex coefficients of 4 which, when multiplied 
by 4, give complex representation of amplitudes 
and phases of aerodynamic and inertia torques 
associated with rotational component of har- 
monic motion 
structural-damping coefficients associated with 
flexure and torsion, respectively (see appendix B) 
coefficient of artificial damping (may be either 
positive or negative) 
reduced frequency (bw/v) 
frequency of harmonic motion 
characteristic value (9) 
length of semichord of wing 
length of cantilever wing from root to tip 
mass ratio (y/?rpb2) 
velocity of air relative to wing 
distributed mass of wing per unit length of span 
mass density of air 
1 Supersedes NACA TN 2346, “An Iterative Transformation Procedure for Numerical Solution of Flutter and Similar Characteristic-Value Problems” by Myron L. Oossard, 1951. 
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a 
u 
r 
F,G 
t 
F I,‘ ” 
R 
x 
P 
Q 
T’ 
M 
a” 
T 
0 
distance between midchord axis and elastic axis 
in terms of local semichord, positive when 
elastic axis is behind midchord axis 
distance between elastic axis and gravity axis of dis- 
tributed mass of wing in terms of local semichord, 
positive when gravity axis is behind elastic axis 
radius of gyration of distributed mass of wing 
about elastic axis in terms of local semichord 
transcendental functions of k (see reference 4) 
time 
eigenvalue factor (2 - 1) 
ratio of complex cons:ants 
length; in numerical solutions, distance between 
specific adjacent stations of wing 
applied force 
applied torque 
shear 
bending moment 
curvature 
slope of elastic axis 
twisting moment 
angle of twist 
Subscripts : 
1,2,3, . . . true modes or eigenvalues 
a2,a3,a4, . . . transformed modes 
b intermediate derived mode 
A,B,C’, . . . stations 
R real 
I imaginary 
0 reference value 
bl,ba2,ba3, . . . sweeping functions 
Superscripts : 
(l),(2),(3), . . . cycles of iteration 
A bar over a symbol indicates a concentrated quantity 
instead of a distributed quantity. 
A prime is used to denote division by w2. 
ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION METHOD OF SOLUTION 
GENERAL FEATURES OF METHOD 
The principle of the iterative transformation procedure is 
similar in form to that of the standard iteration procedure 
for solving characteristic-value problems. Both procedures 
require the determination of the solutions in the order of the 
magnitudes of the eigenvalues, beginning with the funda- 
mental. Both procedures require assumptions of modes, 
integrations which generally must be done numerically, and 
sweeping operations for higher-order-mode determinations. 
The distinguishing features of the iterative transformation 
procedure occur in the determination of solutions higher than 
the fundamental and are as follows: (1) The immediate aim 
is to determine not the true nth mode, as in the standard 
iteration procedure, but a particular linear combination 
composed of all modes from the fundamental to the nth. 
This linear combination is referred to as the transformed nth 
mode. The transformed nth mode can he made to have 
nodal (zero) points at specified stations of the wing; such a 
feature is highly desirable in numerical work. (2) The 
sweeping operations, which consist of subtractions of lower- 
order-mode shapes from the function obtained by integrating 
the assumed mode, do not employ the orthogonality relations 
as in the standard iteration method but make use of forcing 
functions that, in numerical work, greatly simplify the 
sweeping operations and increase the over-all accuracy of the 
results by making the sweeping operations more consistent 
with the rest of the process. (3) Although the true nth 
eigenvalue is determined directly in the iterative transforma- 
tion procedure, the true nth mode must be computed from 
quantities within the iteration cycIe after the transformed 
nth mode is found. 
OUTLINE OF STEPS IN THE PROCEDURE 
The equation of equilibrium of a cantilever beam vibrating 
harmonically in pure flexure is 
0) 
or, after integration with proper attention to boundary 
conditions, 
(2) 
The solutions of this integral equation are the true natural 
modes (eigenfunctions) yl, yz, y3, . . . and the corresponding 
natural frequencies (eigenvalues) wit wz, w3, . . . . For 
convenience in subsequent discussion, the true modes are 
assumed to be normalized to unity at some position (station 
A) along the beam. 
The first mode and frequency are assumed to have been 
previously determined by the Stodola process. The iterative 
transformation procedure becomes applicable in the deter- 
mination of the second mode and frequency. As mentioned 
previously, the immediate aim in the iteration for the second 
mode is the determination of a linear combination of first 
and second modes which is called the transformed second 
mode. The linear combination yZ-y1 which has zero 
ordinate at station A is chosen and defined as the transformed 
second mode to be determined. The iteration for determina- 
tion of this transformed second mode may be described as 
follows : 
(1) A plausible shape yUZe) for the transformed second mode 
is assumed. This shape must have zero ordinate at station 
A and should satisfy the boundary conditions as closely as 
possible. 
(2) The displacement 
resulting from the inertia load yw22y02(1) corresponding to the 
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assumed shape y,,(l) vibrating harmonically at frequency o2 
is calculated. This calculation must ‘usually be done 
numerically with the square of the frequency wZ2 being 
carried along as an undetermined factor. 
(3) A fist-mode shape (previously determined) is sub- 
tracted (swept out) from the calculated displacement ya in 
an amount such that the resulting displacement is zero at 
station A. Thus the resulting displacement is 
?h(*) =yb- 2 0 Ay1 
(4) The resulting displacement ya2c2) is compared with the 
assumed displacement yaaz(l). When the computations are 
numerical, the ratios ~,,(~)/y~~(l) are compared at all the sta- 
tions. If the assumed displacement is exactly equal to the 
transformed second mode, the ratios are equal to each other. 
These ratios contain the single unknown w2, and the second 
frequency is that value of o2 which makes the ratios unity. 
(5) If t,he ratios ,~,,@)/y~~ (I) from the first cycle of iteration 
outlined in the four preceding steps are not reasonably the 
same at all stations, the process must be repeated until the 
ratios become reasonably the same. Each new cycle starts 
with the resultant displacement of each preceding cycle. 
The convergence of this process to the second frequency and 
the transformed second mode is proved in appendix A. 
The transformed third mode and the third frequency are 
computed in the following manner. The transformed third 
mode is defined as that combination of the first three natural 
modes which has a zero ordinate at the same station that was 
used in the transformed second mode (station A) and also a 
zero ordinate at some other station, station B. Thus the 
transformed third mode is defined as 
The iteration is as follows: 
(1) A plausible shape ya3 (I) for the transformed third mode 
is assumed. This shape must have zero ordinates at sta- 
tions A and B and should satisfy the boundary conditions as 
closely as possible. 
(2) The displacement 
is calculated with the square of the frequency wa2 carried 
along as an undetermined factor. 
(3) The first of two sweeping operations, in which a first- 
mode shape is swept from the displacement yb so as to make 
the resulting displacement at station A zero, is performed. 
This operation gives the displacement 
Yb- 
(4) The second sweeping operation, in which a transformed- 
second-mode shape (previously determined) is swept from 
the resulting displacement of step (3) so that the new 
resulting displacement is zero at station B as well as at 
station A, is performed. (This second sweeping operation 
cannot disturb the zero condition at station A establishedin 
step (3) because the second sweeping function (the trans- 
formed second mode) is identically zero at station A.) Thus, 
the final resulting displacement is 
yb- 
(5) Comparisons of the ratios ~,~(*)/y,~(l) at all stations are 
made, and, if they are not reasonably the same, additional 
cycles of iteration are carried out until the ratios become 
reasonably the same. The third frequency is then computed 
from the ratios as explained previously. Convergence of 
this process to the third frequency and the transformed third 
mode is proved in appendix A. 
Frequencies and transformed modes higher than the third 
may be computed by extensions of the process just described. 
PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE PROCEDURE 
A physical interpretation of the iterative transformation 
procedure can be given. With regard to the transformed 
second mode, for example, the following question may be 
asked: Under what conditions can the beam vibrate in the 
transformed-second-mode shape at the second natural 
frequency? Vibration in shape ~~2=9~--y~ at frequency w2 
implies an inertia loading ywZ”(y2-yJ. But if this load is 
substituted in place of ywZ2~ in the right-hand side of equation 
(2), the result after integration will not be yZ-y1 but 
However, if an external (forcing) load of an amount 
y(~~~-w~~)y~ is added to the inertia load, the total load 
y(~~~y~-~~~yJ will produce the shape y2-yl. Thus 
The inertia and forcing loads are illustrated in figure 1. 
The inertia load acting alone produces a displacement 
(equation (3)) generally different from zero at station A. 
The forcing load produces the displacement 
(~-1)Y1=~~~~L~L~(~22-,12)Yl(dr)4 (5) 
This displacement (equal to the sweeping function) has the 
shape of the previously determined first mode and is equal 
and opposite at station A to the displacement due to the 
inertia load; that is, by virtue of the previously assigned 
I- - -- 
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normalizations at station A, 
03) 
Thus the displacement due to the forcing load is completely 
determined when the displacement due to the inertia load is 
known. The gist of the foregoing analysis is that vibration 
in the transformed-second-mode shape is the response of the 
beam to an oscillatory forcing load of the first-mode shape 
and of frequency equal to the second natural frequency, 
superimposed on a free vibration of the beam in the second 
natural mode. 
Similar physical interpretations of the iterative transforma- 
tion process for modes higher than the second can be made. 
APPLICATION OF THE PROCEDURE IN ORDINARY COUPLED 
NATURAL-VIBRATION PROBLEMS 
The procedure that has been outlined in a preceding section 
for pure flexure can easily be extended to systems capable of 
simultaneous flexural and torsional displacements. Airplane 
wings belong to the latter class of systems. The only 
distinguishing element in coupled flexural-torsional vibration 
problems is that each natural mode contains two components, 
the flexure and the torsion. These components must always 
appear together in a fixed relation to each other. The two 
components must be computed together and must be used 
together. 
ia) 
/f---‘-r--,- . . --- ITT \ 
(b) 
(a) Transformed second mode: y.~=y~--y,. 
(b) Inertia load: -&(yz-~1). 
(cl Forcing load: r(w+-w~‘Qi~ 
FIGURE l.--Illustr&m of physical basis of iterative transformation proccdurc. 
Each coupled mode is a solution of the simultaneous 
differential equations 
g2 EI $$=rw2(y+ bu+) 
-&cJ$ rw2(buy+ b2r24) 
(7) 
(8) 
Equations (7) and (8), after integration, become (for a 
cantilever beam) 
y =s,“j,$ lLLLw2(y+ bw9(dx)4 
(#)= “_I 
s s oGJ z Lyu2(buy+ b2r26)(dx)* 
(9) 
The solution of the integral equations (9) and (10) for the 
coupled transformed second mode by the iterative trans- 
formation procedure is outlined diagrammatically in figure 2. 
The flexural component of the displacement for a particular 
step is illustrated in the left-hand side of the figure and the 
torsional component is illustrated at the same level in the 
(a) Assumed transformed second mode. 
(b) Intermediate derived mode. 
Cc) First-mode sweeping function. 
(d) Derived transformed second mode. 
FIGURE 2.-Illustration of steps in the iterative trnnsfommtion procedure for dctcrmining 
coupled modes. 
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In the first step, an approximation to a linear combination 
of the true first and second coupled modes is assumed. The 
particular linear combination having zero flexural displace- 
ment at the tip station (station A) is chosen. (For greatest 
numerical accuracy, this nodal point should be chosen in the 
component and at the station where the first coupled mode 
has its maximum numerical value.) The symbols y,,o) and 
&z(1) -are used. to. designate the flexural and torsional com- 
ponents of this assumed displacement, respectively. In 
general, the magnitude of the torsional component relative to 
the flexural component is difficult to estimate; the most exped- 
ient thing to do is to take one of the components equal to zero. 
The second step is the computation (by numerical inte- 
gration) of the two components of the displacement due 
to the inertia forces -y~~~(y~~+bu&~) and inertia torques 
~~~~(b~y,,+b~~~+~~) that are associated with the assumed 
displacement. The result is termed the intermediate derived 
mode, and the symbols y,(l) and 4a(1) are used to designate 
its two components. 
The third step is the determination of a sweeping function 
having the shape of the first coupled mode (previously de- 
termined) and a magnitude such that the sum of the inter- 
mediate derived mode and the sweeping function equals zero 
in the flexural component at station A. In algebraic terms, 
the first-mode sweeping function is given by 
(12) 
The fourth step is the addition of the intermediate derived 
mode and the first-mode sweeping function to give the derived 
transformed second mode. Thus the two components of the 
derived transformed second mode are 
lJaz(2’ zzz Yb(l) - 
( > 
g y1 
Yl A 
4 a2 (2) - -&(l) _ $ (& ( > A (14) 
The calculation of the ratios ya2(a/ya2(l) and q&z(2)/+aa2(1) at 
all stations completes the first cycle of iteration. 
Additional cycles are carried out until the ratios at all 
stations in both the flexural and torsional components have 
values that are reasonably the same. The true second natural 
frequency of the coupled system is then obtained as described 
previously. 
Steady vibration of an airplane wing at zero airspeed is an 
example of coupled natural vibration. The actual numerical 
calculations for the transformed second mode as well as for 
the first mode and transformed third mode of an airplane 
wing vibrating at zero airspeed are discussed subsequently as 
a special case of flutter. 
The more general equations of airplane flutter at nonzero 
airspeed may be interpreted in such a way that they can 
be solved by a process analogous to that just described for 
coupled natural vibration. 
APPLICATION OF THE ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION 
METHOD TO FLUTTER 
FLUTTER EQUATIONS 
The differential equations of equilibrium for a wing execut- 
ing simple harmonic motion are 
-& GJ O+Gd g=Q,yfQ++ (16) 
These equations govern a motion represented by 
Y(s,t)=y(z)efaf (17) 
@(5,t)=+(x)efor (1% 
The use of the structural-damping coefficients g, and g+ in 
equations (15) and (16) is discussed in appendix B. The ex- 
pressions P,y+P++ and Q,y+Q& are the intensities of 
applied force and torque, respectively. For aerodynamic 
and inertia forces and torques due to air flow and distributed 
mass, the P and Q  coefficients have values given by the follow- 
ing formulas (rearranged from those in reference 4) : 
For P,, 
P,= PJQ+PIY (19) 
in which 
Pa= J- ( y (F+ 1 +P) (;),-2 
and 
(20) 
(21) 
For P+, 
in which 
and 
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For Q,, 
in which 
Q,u=(&>3 [-(;+a) ?--a+~] (;),bow’ (26) 
and 
Qn,=(;>" [ -(;+a) F] (;),bow' (27) 
And for Q+, 
in which 
Q+= &,4-iQId (2% 
and 
For inertia forces and torques due to concentrated mass, the 
intensities of force and torque are, respectively, 
and 
in which 
E=(;>z(P x> A0 (;)y 
F$=a=($yp go z) x0 (;)ohoWZ 
and 
a=(;-( P so 72) x0 (;)obo2w2 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
For a cantilever wing the bounda.ry conditions on the 
displacements are 
The differential equations (15) and (16) are now written 
with the eigenvalue w2 as an explicit factor. Thus equations 
(15) and (16) become 
and 
(37) 
-& GJO+id ~=w~(Q~'Y+Q&#~ (38) 
in which the P’ and Q’ coefficients are equal, respectively, to 
the P and Q coef&ients divided by w2. 
FORMULATION OF PSEUDOFLUTTER PROBLEM 
Those solutions w2, (y, 9) of equations (37) and (38) for 
which w2 is a real and positive (not complex) quantity 
represent the steady harmonic motions of true flutter. 
However, because the P and Q c0efficient.s are in general 
complex and because of the presence of structural damping, 
the solutions of equations (37) and (38) will, in general, 
be complex and will include complex eigenvalues w2. AS 
in other methods of flutter analysis, the problem is made 
tractable by assuming at the beginning a value of the param- 
bw eter k=;. This assumption fixes the values of the P and Q 
coefficients. A real value of k is assumed because v must 
be real and only real values of w can represent flutter. TO 
avoid the inconsistence of assumed real values of k and 
obtained complex values of w2 in the solutions, the problem 
itself is altered by introducing an artificial damping so that 
the complex eigenvalue is given by 
W2 -, where ga is the 
1 sqA7 
coefficient of artificial damping. Thus the differential 
equations of what may be termed the pseudoflutter problem 
become 
g2EI(1+igv)$$=& (PY’Y + P,‘d a (39) 
-~GJ(l+ig,)~=~=(Q~~+&m'~) (40) 
The value of w2 can now be real for any assumed real value 
of k and is therefore the square of the frequency of the steady 
harmonic motion maintained by the artificial-damping 
forces and the naturally present aerodynamic, inertia, 
structural, and structural-damping forces. True flutter 
is possible for those special cases in which g= is zero. 
Equations (39) and (40) are similar in form to equations 
(7) and (8) and can be solved by the iterative transformation 
procedure in a way completely analogous to the solution 
of the ordinary problem. The complications introduced 
by the presence of air forces require, however, that a set of 
solutions be obtained for each of several assumed values of k. 
The fact that most of the functions involved are complex 
virtually quadruples the labor as compared with that 
required in the ordinary coupled natural-vibration problem. 
STEPS IN THE ITERATION AS APPLIED TO FLUTTER 
The iteration procedure employs the basic differential 
equations (39) and (40) in their integral forms which, for the 
cantilever wing under consideration, are 
y=$ 
z I SS 1 L L 0 0 -m(l+ig,) z ss (P,‘YfP,‘d &I4 (41) z 
1= 1 
‘% S o GJ(l+ig+) S ’ (Q~'Y+ Q+'d k-W2 (42) I 
in which C stands for the more convenient form - ’ +iga of the 
02 
eigenvalue. The iteration of equations (41) and (42) 
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follows the same form as the iteration of equations (9) and 
(10). Briefly, the steps are as follows : 
(1) A real value of k is assumed and the values of the 
complex P and Q  coefficients are computed. 
(2) An assumption is made for the desired mode y,+. 
(In the first cycle of iteration the assumed mode may be 
real but in the following cycles it will be complex.) 
(3) The -complex. loadings P,y+P& and Q,y+ Q+$ are 
computed. 
(4) The integrations indicated in the equations are 
carried out numerically to get the complex intermediate 
derived mode. 
(5) The sweeping operations are performed by using the 
complex lower-order transformed modes previously deter- 
mined. For convenience in numerical calculations, the 
flexural and torsional components of the complex derived 
(swept) transformed mode are computed in the forms 
$E& b,K,, (43) 0 0 
and 
1 yo L4 EoI,, bo2 -_~-- 
C-J PO EoIo GoJo L2 K4 (44) 
respectively, in which K, and K+ are nondimensional com- 
plex functions of the spanwise coordinate x. 
(6) The derived and assumed modes are compared by 
computing their ratios at the stations of the wing. If these 
ratios are not reasonably the same, additional cycles of 
iteration are carried out until the ratios are reasonably 
the same. In the limit (never obtained in practice) the 
ratios will be identical and the proper value of C is that value 
which makes them unity; that is, 
1 y,, L4 EJ,, bo2 $!??? b,K, _-~ 
0 0 =C /*o EoIo c,J, F K4c 1 
Y 4 
(45) 
in which y and 4 constitute the assumed mode of the limiting 
cycle and the functions in the numerators constitute the 
derived mode of the limiting cycle. 
Equation (45) may be stated in the form 
$(D+iH);&o=l (46) 
in which D and H are nondimensional real numbers. Inas- 
1+iga much as C is defined as ~ w2 ’ equation (46) may be written 
from which the frequency and artificial-damping coefficient 
are obtained as follows: 
(49) 
The relative air velocity corresponding to the assumed value 
of k is given through the definition of k, that is, 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Numerical computations presented in this section illustrate 
the actual application of the iterative transformation pro- 
cedure first to the ordinary natural-vibration problem 
(vibration at zero airspeed) and then to the flutter problem. 
All examples deal with the cantilever wing shown in figure 3. 
The geometric, structural, and mass properties of the 
wing are given in figure 3. A station coordinate system is 
employed for the purposes of the required numerical inte- 
grations. Four stations along the span have been selected 
as indicated in the figure; one of these stations is located at 
the spanwise position of the concentrated mass. The dis- 
tributions of forces and displacements over the span are 
considered to be adequately defined (through interpolation) 
by the forces and displacements at the four selected stations. 
The selection of a system of stations in any problem is im- 
portant because it greatly influences the amount and accu- 
racy of the work to follow. In problems, such as the present 
one, that involve concentrated masses, a station must be 
placed at each concentrated mass because displacements at 
the concentrated masses must be known. (More generally, 
a station must be placed at each discontinuity. Discontinu- 
ities may be present in the distribution of the structural 
stiffness and in the plan form as well as in distribution of 
mass.) The other stations should be equally spaced between 
the discontinuities, and for the system of parabolic inter- 
polation used in the numerical integrations in this report 
there must be a minimum of one station between each 
adjacent pair of discontinuities. The total number of 
stations should be the smallest possible that is consistent 
with the desired accuracy because the calculation effort 
increases rapidly with an increasing number of stations. In 
coupled systems, the number of degrees of freedom allowed 
is twice the number of stations selected; that is the number 
of degrees of freedom in either the flexural or torsional 
Iv i 
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FIGUBE 3.-Properties of cantilever wing used in numerical examples. 
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component of displacement is equal to the number of stations 
employed. Experience has indicated that with parabolic 
approximations results accurate to at least two significant 
figures in the highest mode computed can be obtained by 
employing numbers of stations as follows: For uncoupled 
systems, the number of stations should be two greater than 
the order of the highest mode to be computed; for coupled 
systems, the number of stations should be one greater than 
the order of the highest mode to be computed, with a mini- 
mum of three stations. More than these minimum numbers 
of stations may be required if their use is dictated by suffi- 
ciently many discontinuities. 
ORDINARY COUPLED NATURAL MODES AND FREQUENCIES 
The calculations for the first, second, and third modes at 
zero airspeed for the wing of figure 3 are shown in tables 1, 
2, and 3, respectively. In this case k= ~0 and the only 
aerodynamic forces are the apparent-mass forces. For 
simplicity, structural damping is disregarded; therefore, all 
quantities entering the problem are real. The numerical 
values of the aerodynamic-inertia force coefficients for 
k= ~0, as well as for other values of k to be used subsequently, 
are given in table 4. 
The first coupled mode is computed in table 1. Table 1 
shows in separate tabulations the flexural and torsional parts 
of the calculation. The first cycle of iteration (part (a) of 
the table) is shown in full detail. Two forms for the tor- 
sional part of the calculations are shown: The first form 
may be used when the torsional stiffness GJ is const,ant over 
each bay or over the whole length of the wing; the second 
form, which requires slightly more work, must be used 
when GJ is variable and may be used, as in this case, when 
GJ is constant. The second and t.hird cycles of iteration 
are summarized in parts (b) and (c) of table 1. 
Details of the first cycle of iteration, if the procedure that 
applies only for constant torsional stiffness GJ for the tor- 
sional part of the calculation is used, are as follows: In 
columns 1 of table 1 (a) the two parts yl(‘) and +1(1) of the 
assumed first mode are listed. The torsional component is 
assumed to be zero because it will ultimately be small and is 
difficult to estimate. Columns 2 and 3 are the appropriate 
products of the assumed mode and the distributed-force 
coefficients. Columns 4, which are the sums of columns 2 
and 3, give the two components of the external load which 
correspond to the assumed mode and thearbitrary frequencyw. 
Columns 5 give the concentrated loads (external forces a,nd 
torques) that are equivalent to the distributed loads of 
columns 4. These equivalent concentrations are given in 
columns 5 in terms of the pertinent distances between sta- 
tions Xi and in columns 6 in terms of the reference distance 
x0. Formulas used for computing the equivalent concen- 
trations from the distributed loads are given in appendix C. 
Columns 7 and 8 are the appropriate products of the assumed 
mode and the concentrat,ed-force coefficients. Columns 9 
are the total concentrated loads, the sums of columns 6, 7, 
and 8. 
The flexural and torsional calculations must now be de- 
scribed separately. In column 10 for flexure, the average 
shears in the bays between stations are found by a successive 
summation of the concentrated loads from the tip where 
the shear is zero inboard to the root. In column 11 the incre- 
ments of bending moment are computed by multiplying 
the shears by the bay lengths in terms of X0. The bending 
moments of column 12 are found by a successive summation 
of the increments of bending moment from the tip where the 
bending moment is zero inboard to the root. Column 13 
gives the distribution of curvature, which is obtained by 
dividing each ordinate of the bending-moment curve by the 
local value of E1 (JZI in this example is constant). Equiva- 
lent concentrated curvatures are now obtained by applying 
to the distributed curvatures the previously used formulas 
for equivalent concentrations. Column 14 gives these 
equivalent concentrations in terms of the distances xi, and 
column 15 gives them in terms of the reference distance X0. 
The average slopes in the bays are obtained in column 16 
by a successive summation of the concentrated curvatures 
from the root where the slope is zero outboard to the tip. 
The increments of derived flexural displacement are com- 
puted in column 17 by multiplying the average slopes by the 
bay lengths in terms of X0. The flexural component y1’2) of 
the derived mode is obtained in column 18 by a successive 
summation of the increments of displacement from the root 
where the displacement is zero outboard to the tip. Column 
19 gives the ratios at the selected stations of the derived 
flexural component to the assumed flexural component. 
Columns 10 to 15 for torsion are now considered. Column 
10 gives the average twisting moments in the bays of the 
wing and is obtained by a successive summation of the 
concentrated torques of column 9 from the tip where the 
twisting moment is zero inboard to the root. The average 
twists in the bays are computed in column 11 by dividing 
the average twisting moment in each bay by the local value 
of GJ (GJ in this example is constant over the whole span). 
The increments of derived torsional displacement are obtained 
in column 12 by multiplying the average twists by the bay 
lengths in terms of X0. The torsional component of the 
derived mode is computed in column 13 by a successive 
summation of the increments of displacement from the root 
where the displacement is zero outboard to the tip. Inas- 
much as the derived displacement of column 13 is in terms 
of GJ, the displacement is converted into terms of EI in 
column 14 so that it may be compared with the assumed 
torsional displacement on the same basis as the assumed 
and derived flexural displacements are compared and so that 
the next cycle may be started with displacement components 
having the same dimensions as the assumed mode of this 
first cycle. Column 15 normally would contain the ratios 
at the selected stations of the derived torsional component 
to the assumed torsional component, but in the case of table 
1 (a) these ratios are meaningless because the torsional 
component will ultimately be different than was assumed 
in column 1. 
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Before the results of further cycles of iteration for the first 
mode are described, the form that the numerical integration 
for the torsional component must take when GJ is variable 
is described. In the part of table 1 (a) showing the calcula- 
tion for variable GJ, columns 1 to 4 are the same as in the 
calculation for constant GJ. The form of the numerical 
integration changes at column 5. Column 5 consists of 
increments of twisting moment over the bays. These incre- 
ments are obtained as increments of area beneath the curve 
of distributed torque (column 4). Formulas used for com- 
puting these increments are given in appendix C. In column 
5 the increments of twist,ing moment are given in terms 
of the distances Xr, and in column 6 they are given in terms 
of the reference distance x0. The twisting moments at the 
selected stations due to the distributed torsional loading are 
obtained in column 7 by a successive summation of the incre- 
ments of twisting moment. The components of external 
concentrated torque are as for constant GJ and are given in 
columns 8 and 9. The applied concentrated torque gives 
twisting moments as shown in column 10. Column 11 is 
the sum of columns 7 and 10 and gives the total twisting 
moments at the selected stations. (Note that in columns 10 
and 11 there is a discontinuity in twisting moment at the 
station having the mass discontinuity.) Column 12 gives 
the distribution of twist found by dividing column 11 by 
the local value of GJ (GJ being in general not constant). 
The increments of derived torsional displacement are com- 
puted in columns 13 and 14 by applying to the values of 
column 12 the same formulas applied previously to column 
4. The torsional component of the derived mode (columns 
15 and 16) is, except for small computational discrepancies, 
the same as in the previous method, as it should be. 
Two additional cycles of iteration were found to be ade- 
quate for the determination of the first mode and frequency. 
The results of these iterations are shown in parts (b) and (c) 
of table 1. In table 1 (b), for example, columns 1 give the 
two components of the assumed mode of the second cycle, 
which are obtained by normalizing the derived mode of the 
first cycle to unity in the flexural component at the tip 
station. This normalization is not essential but facilitates 
manipulations and comparisons by keeping the numerical 
values in all cycles within the same range of magnitude. 
Columns 2 give the derived mode obtained by the numerical 
integration procedure just described. The ratios of derived 
to assumed mode are given in columns 3 for both components 
of displacement. These ratios are seen to be fairly uniform. 
The ratios obtained in the third cycle in table l(c) are, for 
practical purposes, identical. The averaging device shown 
in columns 4 of table 1 (c) and below table 1 is adopted 
as a quick and generally quite accurate way of smoothing 
out small discrepancies that remain in the ratios after 
convergence is almost complete. This device, although 
clearly not necessary in the case of table 1 (c), is useful in 
other cases throughout the numerical examples and is ex- 
plained as follows: The two ratios in columns 4 are obtained 
by considering the flexural and torsional components of the 
displacement separately and then dividing the sum of the 
station values of the derived displacement by the sum of the 
station values of the assumed displacement. When a dis- 
crepancy remains between two ratios of the type in columns 
4, the average of these two is taken as the final value; 
the final value for this case is given in the calculation 
below table 1. This device gives greater weight to the larger 
ordinates .and is in ,that respect similar to other weighting 
procedures such as the energy and least-squares methods 
but is much simpler. If the assumed and derived dispiace- 
ments contain both positive and negative ordinates, the 
negative ordinates should be changed to positive for the 
purpose of the summations. The remaining calculation 
shown below table 1 gives that value of the arbitrary fre- 
quency w which makes the ratio just computed unity. As 
proved in appendix A, this value of w is the fundamental 
frequency ~1. 
Table 2 gives the main results of three cycles of iteration 
required to obtain satisfactory approximations of the second 
frequency and the transformed second mode at zero airspeed 
(k= -). Columns 1 of the first cycle (parts (a) of table 2) 
contain the two components yaZ(l) and q&(l) of the assumed 
transformed second mode. This mode must have one zero 
ordinate (excluding the root ordinates). Although this 
zero ordinate may theoretically be taken at any station, the 
numerical accuracy of the results is greatest if the zero ordi- 
nate is placed at the st,ation and in the component where the 
preceding mode (the first) has its maximum numerical value 
(since the numerical process is such that the larger ordinates 
contain more significant figures than the smaller ordinates). 
Therefore, the zero ordinate of the transformed second mode 
is placed at the tip station in the flexural component, this 
location being designated station A. In the numerical 
values of columns 1, the flexural component ya2(‘) would 
normally be taken as zero. (The values that are shown are 
estimated from flutter calculations that had previously been 
made for this wing.j Columns 2 give the intermediate 
derived mode obtained by numerical integration. Columns 
3 constitute the first-mode sweeping function. The shape 
of this sweeping function is given by columns 2 of table 1 (c) 
and its magnitude is such as to be equal and opposite to the 
intermediate derived mode at station A. Thus the derived 
transformed second mode (columns 4), which is the sum of 
columns 2 and 3, has zero ordinate in the flexural component 
at station A and a shape comparable to the assumed mode, as 
indicated by the ratios in columns 5. The ratios in the next 
two cycles (parts (b) and (c) of table 2) show marked im- 
provement in uniformity. The final value of the ratio com- 
puted below the table gives, as proved in appendix A, the 
value of the second frequency w2, as shown. 
The main results of the iterations to obtain satisfactory 
approximations of the third frequency and the transformed 
third mode at zero airspeed are stated in table 3. ‘Typical 
operations required in a cycle are outlined in table 3 (a). 
Columns 1 give the assumed transformed third mode made 
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up of the two components ya3(l) and &(l). The transformed 
third mode is to have a zero ordinate in the flexural compo- 
nent at the tip station as in the transformed second mode and 
a zero ordinate in the torsional component at the tip station. 
The location of the second zero ordinate is designated station 
B. To obtain greatest numerical accuracy, the selection of 
the second zero ordinate is governed by the same rule that 
was used for selecting the first zero ordinate, namely, that 
the new zero ordinate should be placed at the station and 
in the component where the preceding mode (the transformed 
second) has its maximum numerical value. The numerical 
values that are shown in columns 1 are estimated from pre- 
vious flutter calculations; the torsional component +Qa3(1) 
would normally be taken as zero. Columns 2 give the inter- 
mediate derived mode, and columns 3 give the first-mode 
sweeping function which, as before, has a magnitude at sta- 
tion A that is equal and opposite to the intermediate derived 
mode. Columns 4 constitute the transformed-second-mode 
sweeping function which has a shape given by columns 4 of 
table 2 (c) and a magnitude at station B equal and opposite 
to the sum of the intermediate derived mode and the first- 
mode sweeping function (the sum of columns 2 and 3). The 
derived transformed third mode of the first cycle is the sum 
of columns 2, 3, and 4 and is given in columns 5. The ratios 
in columns 6 are far from uniform. The ratios in the second 
and third cycles (parts (b) and (c) of table 3) show improve- 
ments in uniformity. The iteration is discontinued at the 
end of the third cycle where the ratios are about as uniform 
as they can get with the limited number of significant figures 
that are present. The frequency obtained by the smoothing 
device is the third frequency w3 and has the value shown. 
The patterns laid out in the foregoing examples establish 
the general technique that can be used to obtain zero- 
airspeed modes and frequencies higher than the third. 
Guiding rules for determining the number of selected stations 
to be employed have been given previously. These examples 
also set the basic pattern for the computation of the modes 
and eigenvalues of psuedoflutter and of flutter. 
MODES AND EIGENVALUES OF PSEUDOFLUTTER AND OF FLUTTER 
The operational solution in reference 5 gave for the wing 
under consideration (fig. 3) a reduced frequency at flutter 
of 0.1443. In order to use this operational solution, this 
same value @=0.1443) is used in the flutter calculations 
that follow. 
The calculations for the first, second, and third modes at 
k=0.1443 are shown in tables 5, 6, and 7, respectively. 
Aerodynamic-inertia force coefficients have been computed 
by equations (19) to (35) and their values are given in 
table 4. Structural damping is disregarded, although a note 
on the method of incorporating structural damping in the 
calculations is made subsequently. 
Table 5 (a) shows in detail the first cycle of iteration for 
the first mode. The form of the computations is the same 
as that shown previously for the determination of zero- 
airspeed modes. The amount of computation, however, is 
between three and four times that required for zero-airspeed 
modes because of the fact that the functions involved are 
complex and thus must be described by two parts-a 
real part and an imaginary part. Columns 1 and 2 are the 
real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the assumed first 
mode. As a start, all parts of the assumed mode except the 
real part of the flexural component are taken as zero. Col- 
umns 3 to 6 are the real parts of the products of aerodynamic- 
inertia coefficients and the assumed mode, and thus their 
sums (columns 7) are the real parts of the distributed load. 
If the expressions for the distributed load are considered, 
this condition is more evident. The distributed forces pro- 
ducing flexure are given by 
The terms of the real part of equation (51) appear in columns 
3 to 6 in the flexural part of table 5 (a) ; the terms of the 
imaginary part of equation (51) appear in columns 22 to 25 
in the flexural part of table 5 (a). This separation of real 
and imaginary parts allows the displacement due to each part 
to be computed separately. A similar explanation can be 
made for the quantities in columns 3 to 6 and columns 18 to 
21 in the torsional part of table 5 (a). 
Real and imaginary parts of the concentrated loads that 
are equivalent to the distributed loads are computed as 
explained previously by the formulas of appendix C. These 
values are shown in columns 8, 9, 27, and 28 in the flexural 
part and in columns 8, 9, 23, and 24 in the torsional part. 
The real and imaginary parts of the loads due to the con- 
centrated mass follow next in order, and the total concen- 
trated loads are given in columns 12 and 31 in the flexural 
part and in columns 12 and 27 in the torsional part. The 
averaga shears, average twisting moments, and bending 
moments are then computed as described previously. 
The remaining parts of the computations in table 5 (a) 
that are associated with the real parts of the load are de- 
scribed as follows (the remaining parts that are associated 
with the imaginary parts of the load are similar): Column 
16 in the flexural part gives the distributed curvature due 
to the real part of the load. This curvature is obtained by 
dividing the ordinates of the real part of the bending-moment 
curve by the local values of the complex flexural stiffness 
EI(1 +ig&( 1 +igJ. In these examples, any actual struc- 
tural damping is disregarded: therefore gV is zero. The 
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factor 1 +ig,, containing the as yet unknown artificial- 
damping coefficient, combines with w2 to give the factor l/C 
in column 16, C being 1siga the arbitrary eigenvalue 70 
If the actual structural damping gV is regarded as other than 
zero, the values in column 16 would be computed as follows: 
The real and imaginary parts of the bending moment would 
be combined, into the complex bending moment M&iM,. 
This complex bending-moment distribution would then 
be divided by the local values of the complex stiffness to give 
J&i-iM, 
wl+G7,) (1 +%a) * The factor l+ig, would be carried 
along in the arbitrary eigenvalue C, and the numerical, values 
of the real part of the quotient M,+iMr 
EI(1 +iaJ 
would be placed 
in column 16. The imaginary part of” the quotient would 
be similarly placed (in column 35) in the calculations asso- 
ciated with the imaginary part of the load. The average 
twists due to the real part of the load are computed in 
column 14 in the torsional part of table 5 (a), and those 
due to the imaginary part of the load must also be computed. 
These calculations follow the same pattern as those just 
explained for the curvatures. The complex torsional stiff- 
ness GJ(l +ig+) (1 +iga) enters in place of the complex 
flexural stiffness. If GJ or g+ is variable over a bay length 
or over the whole span, the numerical integration for the 
torsional part of the calculations should be carried out as 
explained in the part of table 1 (a) that deals with variable GJ. 
The numerical integrations are completed in the manner 
already described, and the derived mode is thereby obtained 
in the form of four components of displacement. The 
flexural components are y,,(z) and y,r’2) of columns 21 and 40 
in the flexural part. The torsional components are +1R(2) and 
&r(Q of columns 17 and 32 in the torsional part. However, 
these components are not actually the real and imaginary 
parts of the flexural and torsional components of the derived 
mode, because each one of them contains the complex factor 
1 +@a. Nevertheless, the complex derived mode is given 
by ?/lR (2) +~yl,w and &(a +i+lro). 
The complex ratios of the complex derived mode to the 
complex assumed mode are computed in column 41 in the 
flexural part and column 33 in the torsional part. Only 
two of these ratios have actually been computed but they 
are sufhcient to indicate the need for further cycles of 
iteration. 
A total of four cycles of iteration (the main results of the 
last three are shown in parts (b), (c), and (d) of table 5) 
was required for satisfactory convergence. In columns 6 of 
table 5 (d) and immediately below table 5, the smoothing 
device described previously is applied to obtain the best 
single value of the ratios. The fundamental (first) eigen- 
value is that value of C which makes the ratio unity. Thus 
4 
Cl= (269.5-82.2;) &; -f and since C1 is defined as *j 
01 
the frequency and artificial damping of the first mode are 
obtained from the real and imaginary parts of the equation 
~-;$&(269.5-82.2;) E$ 12 (52) 
The calculation of these quantities and the corresponding 
bwl airspeed v1 which is obtained from the relation vl=- are k 
shown at the bottom of table 5’. 
Tables 6 and 7 show the main results of the iterations to 
obtain the transformed second and third modes for k=0.1443. 
Four cycles of iteration for each mode gave satisfactory 
convergence. The assumed modes of columns 1 and 2 of 
tables 6 (a) and 7 (a) were taken in the forms recommended 
previously in connection with tables 2 and 3. In tables 6 
and 7, the complex intermediate derived modes are given 
by yBR(n) +iyb~(~) and &,R(@ +i&(“‘, the complex first-mode 
sweeping functions, by yalR’n’ +iyblr(*) and I&R(~) +i+alr(n) 
with shapes corresponding to columns 3 and 4 of table 
5 (d), and the complex transformed-second-mode sweeping 
functions, by yO&R(n) +iy0a21(n) and &,2R(n) +i&2l(n) with 
shapes corresponding to columns 7 and 8 of table 6 (d). The 
results computed in and below table 7 give for the third 
eigenvalue g,,=O.O30 and w3= 168.9 radians per second. 
The corresponding airspeed is v3=390 feet per second. 
COMPUTATION OF TRUE MODES 
Because the critical flutter velocities are given directly by 
the eigenvalues, knowledge of the true modes in flutter 
problems is of no value (at least of no value recognized at 
present). The same statement applies to the transformed 
pseudoflutter modes, with the exception that in the iterative 
method their determination is a necessary adjunct to the 
determination of the eigenvalues. In ordinary problems of 
forced vibration (at zero airspeed), however, the true modes 
are often used with great advantage. For this reason and 
for the sake of completeness of the presentation of the itera- 
tive transformation procedure, the method of determining 
true modes from results of the iterative transformation 
procedure is illustrated in tables 8 and 9. 
The computations in tables 8 and 9 pertain to the same 
wing analyzed in the previous examples. The modes com- 
puted are for k=0.1443. The true third mode as computed 
in table 9 may therefore be compared with the flutter 
mode computed for this wing by the operational method in 
reference 5. 
In table 8, the true second mode is computed as follows 
from functions appearing in the last cycle of iteration for the 
transformed second mode (table 6(d)): Preceding the table 
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proper is the calculation of the eigenvalue factor F12=$ - 1 
2 
that isneeded for computing the true second mode. In the 
terminology of tables 6(d) and 8 and as shown in appendix A, 
the true-second-mode shape is given by 
Y~R+~Y~?~=(YIR+~Y~I)+(Y~~R’~’ +~‘!/czu(~)) (53) 
and 
~~R+;(P*~=(~~R+~~II)+(~~~R C5) + i r#la2r(5’) (54) 
in which 
YblR (4) +iybll 
(4) 
!i lR+@lI= 
Cl < 
(55) 
and 
(4) 
(56) 
Columns 1 of table 8 show the key ordinate (y01R’4’ +iy0X1(4))A of 
the first-mode SWeep~gfUUCtiOUyb~R’4’ +iyolI(4), +blE’4’ +i&11(4) 
as given in columns 5 and 6 of table 6 (d). The key 
ordinate is taken as the largest ordinate (the ordinate at 
station A) for the reason of accuracy cited previously. The 
key ordinate of the first-mode shape yIR+iyI1, &R+i& (equal 
to the first terms on the right-hand sides of equations (53) 
and (54)) is shown as the boxed value in column 2 and is 
obtained by dividing the value in column 1 by the eigenvalue 
factor F,,. The other values in columns 2 are obtained by 
using the key ordinate in conjunction with the first-mode 
shape given in columns 3 and 4 of table 5(d). Columns 3 
show the transformed-second-mode shape y02R(s) +iyaPI(5), 
+ .2Rc5) +&~21’~’ (equal to the second terms on the right- 
hand sides of equations (53) and (54)) given by columns 
7 and 8 of table 6 (d). The sum of columns 2 and 3 which 
is given in columns 4 gives the shape of the true second 
mode yzR+iyzl, &+&#J~~ (equal to the left-hand sides of 
equations (53) and (54)). 
In table 9, the computation of the true third mode pro- 
ceeds as follows: The necessary eigenvalue factors F,,=$- 1 
3 
C2 and F,,=--1 are computed as shown. In the terminology 
c3 
of tables 7(d) and 9 and as shown in appendix A, the truc- 
third-mode shape is given by 
?/3R+~Y31=~Y*1R+~Y111~+~yl?~+~y1?I~+~Ya2R+~ynPI~+ 
(7Ja3Rc5’ + i?/a3?) (57) 
and 
in which 
=yblR (4) + iyblI 
(4) 
(59) 
= 4blRc4’ + h’bl1”’ (60) 
Y&R+ iya21= 
yba2Rc4) +iyba21(~) 
S-1 
(61) 
(6% 
and xhR+iy12b h2R+ih21 is to ya2R+iyo2b +a2R+&?2r as 
ylR+iylIJ hR+ih is to ya2Rc5) +iya21’5), &2Rc5) +i&z1(5) in table 
8. The key ordinates (y?,IR(” +iyb11(4))A and (I&&R(~) +i$!~,,,(‘))~ 
of t.he first and second sweeping functions appear in columns 1 
and 2 and are taken from columns 5, 6, 7, and 8 of table 
7(d). The key ordinate of t.he functions Fz3(y1zR-+-iy121), 
F23(~12R+i+121), which arc equal to the second t,erms on the 
left-hand sides of equations (59) and (BO), is computed in 
columns 3 by using the key ordinate of columns 2 in con- 
junction with ordinates at stations A and B in columns 2 
and 3 of table 8 as follows: 
=[ 
(YIR+iYII)A- 
(+LT~R’~’ +ib22”)) 1 B Cable3 
Thekcyordinate of thefunctionsF,,(y,,,+iy,3, F,3(+,lR+ir#&, 
which are equal to the first terms on the left-hand sides 
of equations (59) and (BO), is given in columns 4 and, 
in accordance with equations (59) and (60), is the difference 
between yb1E’4’ +iy0,1(4’, $$,1R’4’ +i&11(4’ of columns 1 and 
F23(y12i2+iy121), F2,(+,zR+idlzr) of columns 3. The key ordi- 
nates of the first-mode shapes yIIR+iyIIT, +llR+i+lll and 
yIzR+iylSIJ &R+i&~ are shown in columns 6 and 5 and are 
obtained by dividing the values in columns 3 and 4 by the 
appropriate cigenvalue factors. The sum of the kc,y ordi- 
nates of columns 5 and 6, shown as the boxed value in col- 
umn 7, is the key ordinate of the total-first-mode shape 
yJIE+iyll, C$lR+i+lI which is equal to the sums of the first two 
terms on the right-hand sides of equations (57) and (58). The 
other values in columns 7 are obtained by using the key ordi- 
nate in conjunction with the first-mode shapegivenincolumns 
3 and 4 of table 5(d). The key ordinate of the transformed- 
second-mode shape y&R+iy&l, +azR+i$a21, which is equal 
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to the third terms on the right-hand sides of equations Rayleigh-Ritz method because the eight degrees of freedom 
(57) and (58), is shown as the boxed value in columns 8 and is used in the iterative method are much less restrictive than 
obtained by dividing the value in columns 2 by the eigen- the three or four used in the Rayleigh-Ritz method. 
value factor FZ3. The other values in columns 8 are com- Although exact agreement of the results of any of the com- 
puted by using the key ordinate in conjunction with the putational methods with the experimental results is not to 
transformed-second-mode shape given in columns 7 and 8 of be expected, the better agreement of the iterative solution 
table 6(d). Columns 9 show the transformed-third-mode as compared with the operational solution is at first sur- 
shape yaSRc5) -l-+,31(S), I&,~@) +i&3,(5’ (equal to the fourth prising;- On further observation, however, this agreement 
terms on the right-hand sides of equations (57) and (58)) must be credited to a fortunate disposition of the errors 
given by columns 9 and 10 of table 7(d). The sum of col- involved in the -iterative method because, in the case of 
umns 7, 8, and 9 given in columns 10 gives the shape of figure 6, the relative order of agreement of the operational 
the true third mode ~~~f-iy~~, I#w+~& (equal to the left- and iterative results with the experimental result is opposite 
hand sides of equations (57) and (58)). to that in figure 4. 
TRENDS AND COMPARISONS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Results of the computations shown in the preceding 
section of the report together with results of similar compu- 
tations based on other assumed values of k are given in 
figures 4 to 6. Figures 4 and 5 deal with the wing t,o which 
the concentrated mass is attached. Figure 6 gives data of a 
similar nature for the same wing without the concentrated 
mass. The computed results obtained by the Rayleigh- 
Ritz and operational methods and the experimental results, 
all of which are given for this wing in references 5 and 6, are 
also recorded in figures 4 to 6. 
(3) The trends of the solid curves representing the first 
and second solutions in figures 4 (a) indicate that both may 
cross the zero artificial-damping axis at very large airspeeds. 
fl Experiment (reference 5) 
0 OperaiGnol solufion (reference 5) 
0 Rayleigh-Ritz: 3 modes (reference 6) 
v Rayleigh-Rifz: 4 modes (reference 6) 
0 /feration: 4 sfofions 
I I I I I I I 
In part (a) of figure 4 the solid curves show the variation 
of the artificial-damping coefficient ga with airspeed in each 
of the first three solutions. For each assumed value of k a 
dashed curve is drawn through points that represent solutions 
for that value of k. Part (b) of figure 4 shows in a similar 
way the variation of the frequency w with airspeed and the 
lines of constant values of k. The facts of particular interest 
that are shown by these plot,s arc as follows: 
(1) The true flutter condition is given by t.hc third solut,ion 
for a value of k between 0.1443 and 0.1590 a.t an airspeccl 
almost equal to that found in the experiment. Here the 
computed value of ga is zero. The computed frequency at 
t,rue flutter is also in very close agreement with the cxperi- 
mental value. 
\ / 
/ 
/’ 
\ /’ 
.O9 / 
--- A-’ (4 
(2) The operational solution is in good agreement with the 
experimental solution, but the solutions obtained by tbe 
Rayleigh-Ritz method with three and four modes vary by 
72 percent and 22 percent, respectively, from the solution 
obtained by the operational method. The operational solu- 
tion is theoretically the most exact even though it involves 
summations of finite numbers of terms of infinite series. 
However, as point,ed out in reference 5, its use is limited in 
practice to wings of uniform section. In the present example 
the results obtained by the iterative method would be 
expected to be better than the results obtained by the 
0, f#sec 
(a) Variation of artificial damping with airspeed. 
(b) Variation of frequency with airspeed. 
FIGURE 4.-Variation of nrtificisl damping and frequency with airspeed in first three solutions. 
Wing with concentrated mass. 
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I.8 
f.6 
I.4 . 
I 
Meration, k=O./443 
-------y-pdtmyde 
-- 
3dmode 
/terofion, k=0./590 
-----3d mode 
Operofionaf sohfion, k=O./443 
------ Fhtfer mode 
(a) Translation v. 
200 
*/---_ 
-. -. 
f60 --- ---_ ---- 
P ‘20111 
---- 
(b> :=-z----I _--__ _ 
---- -----_---__ 
-40 
5 4 3 2 / 
Sfafion 
(b) Rotation 9. 
F~CURE 5.-Amplitudes and phases of modes. Wing with concentrated mars. 
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But this conjecture is of no practical interest so long as a 
curve (the third solution) that crosses at a lower airspeed 
exists. However, the question of whether the curve for 
some solution higher than the third could cross the zero 
artificial-damping axis at an airspeed lower than that at 
which the third solution crosses demands an answer. 
(4) Reasonable assurance that, among all possible solu- 
tions; the curve-of -thirds-solutions in figure 4 (a) crosses the 
zero artificial-damping axis at a lower airspeed than any 
other is provided by the trends of the curves for constant 
values of k in part,s (a) and (b) of figure 4. The curves of k 
show that the curve representing the fourth solution will 
most assuredly lie above and to the right of the solid curves 
0 Operafibna/ so/ufion (reference 5) 
Ray/e~gb-Ritz 2 modes (reference 6) 
v Rayleiqh-Rifi: 3 modes (reference 6) 
(a) Variation of artticial damping with airspeed. 
(b) Variation of frequency with airspeed. 
FIQURE B.-Variation of artificial damping and frequency in first three solutions. Wing 
without concentrated mass. 
in figure 4 (b) and probably below and to the right of the 
solid curve for the third solution in figure 4 (a). The curves 
of k in figure 4 (b) are straight lines by definition 
( > 
k=? - 
Prediction of the courses of the curves of k in figure 4 (a) 
cannot be made with much certainty. They have a strong 
tendency to proceed to the right, but it is easy to believe that 
upward or downward changes in their directions could take 
place. The curve for the fourth solution, however, would 
probably cross the zero damping axis at a value of 21 between 
500 and 600 feet per second in figure 4 (a). 
Figure 5 shows and compares the amplitude and phase 
distributions of modes computed by the iterative transfor- 
mation procedure and by the operational method for the 
wing with a concentrated mass. The first and second modes 
as well as the more important third mode from the iterative 
solution for k=0.1443 are plotted, and tb.e third mode from 
the iterative solution for k=0.1590 is also plotted. The 
third modes from the iterative solutions for the two values 
of k agree very well in shape with the flutter mode obtained 
in reference 5 by the operational method, and the operational 
mode lies between the two iterative modes. Thus the 
agreement of the iterative and the operational methods is 
again evidenced. 
Figure 6 is a plot similar to figure 4 but relates to the 
behavior of the wing analyzed in figure 4 if the concentrated 
mass is not present. There is very little similarity in the 
data of the two figures. The most notable difference is that 
in figure 6 the true flutter mode appears in the second solution 
instead of the third as before and that the flutter speed is 
lower than before. Of interest is the occurrence of almost 
equal eigenvalues in the second and third solutions for 
k=O.50. The flutter speeds given in figure 6 by all methods 
of solution, including the Rayleigh-Ritz method, are seen to 
be in substantial agreement. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The report has described the iterative transformation 
method suggested by H. Wielandt and has demonstrated 
the use of the method in an orderly computation of critical 
flutter speeds. Numerical comparisons with solutions ob- 
tained by other methods and with experimental values have 
been made. The applications made in this report show 
promise for future practical use of the method. 
LANGLEYAERONAUTICALLABORATORY, 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, V~.,January i?‘, 1961. 
217403-634 
APPENDIX A 
ON THE CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE 
INTRODUCTION 
The extensive existing literature on the eigenvalue prob- 
lems is concerned almost exclusively with the class known as 
self-adjoint problems, in which the eigenfunctions and eigen- 
values are real. In recent years, non-self-adjoint eigenvalue 
problems have received increasing attention. This class 
includes the flutter problem in which the eigenfunctions and 
eigenvalues are generally complex. The literature referred 
to by Wielandt in reference 3 reveals that the non-self-adjoint 
eigenvalue problem and the transformation method for its 
solution have been given some attention since at least 1928. 
Wielandt’s own work constitutes probably the most extensive 
contribution on the subject. 
The discussion on convergence given herein is not con- 
tained in Wielandt’s work and may be considered a rigorous 
proof if the following assumption is valid: that the equations 
(equations (41) and (42)) for the system (the wing) under 
consideration have an infinite number of solutions that form 
a complete set for any value of the reduced frequency k. 
In the subsequent demonstrations, the validity of expanding 
arbitrary displacement functions in infinite series of eigen- 
functions depends upon the validity of the assumption. 
That complete sets of eigenfunctions do exist seems plausible 
enough to justify reliance in the conclusions. 
BASIC RELATIONS 
For any one of the true solutions of the eigenvalue problem, 
for example, the eigenvalue C, and eigenfunction y,,&,, 
equations (41) and (42) may be written as 
cmym= 
and 
cm+,= z S l S o GJ(l+ig,) r L (Q,‘YY,+ &+‘A&~)~ (A3 
To make the notation more concise, let the coupled mode 
y,,& be represented by wm. Then if yn,& is substituted 
into the right-hand sides of equations (Al) and (A2), the 
left-hand sides may be represented by C&wm. Furthermore, 
because of the linear character of the equations of the prob- 
lem, substitution of the function series 
into the right-hand sides of equations (Al) and (A2) gives 
16 
for the left-hand sides the function series 
p&W1 (A4) 
The coefficients ar are, in general, complex. The complex 
eigenvalues C, are assumed in the subsequent proofs, except 
where stated otherwise, to be different from each other, and 
the eigenvalue having the largest modulus is defined as C1, 
the second largest, as Cs, and so forth, so that 
IGl>lGl>lGl> * * * WI 
Expressions (A3) and (Ah) are the expansions, in terms of 
the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues, of the functions 
previously referred to as the assumed and intermediate de- 
rived modes, respectively. The subsequent proofs of con- 
vergence are based upon the fundamental relationship that 
exists between expressions (A3) and (Ah). 
FUNDAMENTAL MODE 
The fundamental mode and eigenvalue are found by itera- 
tion according to the original Stodola procedure. In the 
present terminology and notation, this procedure and its 
proof of convergence are as follows: The coupled mode as- 
sumed at the beginning of the first cycle of iteration in general 
contains some component of each of the eigenfunctions; 
therefore its most general expression is 
WI (“=$ &Wi w3) 
The intermediate derived mode (which in this case is also the 
final derived mode inasmuch as no sweeping operation is 
required to obtain the first mode) is for this first cycle of 
iteration 
wb (1) z w* (2) = g ~dwh (A7) 
The second and following cycles are begun with the final 
derived mode of each preceding cycle, and thus the a.ssumed 
and derived modes of the nth cycles are 
WI (n) = g Cfn-*U,Wi m3) 
w, w-1) = g Cinatwt (W 
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In accordance with the definitions given in equation (AS), 
all terms on the right-hand sides of equations (A8) and (A9) 
except the first are negligibly small in comparison with the 
first for large valuesof n. In the limit the fundamental mode 
is obtained as 
lim ~~(~+*)=lirn CInalw, 
W-V-= n*m 
and the fundamental eigenvalue is obtained from 
(All) 
TRANSFORMED SECOND MODE 
The initial assumption of the transformed second mode 
in general is of the form 
%2(*)=g b, [wr($Awl] 6412) 
in which the arbitrary coefficients b, are in general complex 
and the subscript A refers to values of either the flexural or 
torsional components of the eigenfunctions at station A. 
More specifically, if, for example, the nodal (zero) point of 
waZ is selected to be at station A in the flexural component, 
then the subscript A refers only to the flexural components 
of WI, wz, wg, . . . and not to their torsional components. 
Thus each term of the series in equation (A12) satisfies the 
requirement that either the flexural or torsional component 
of the assumed mode be zero at st,ation A. 
To simplify the subsequent work as much as possible, the 
eigenfunctions are henceforth assumed to be normalized to 
unity at station A; thus 
(wr>a= 1 (i=1,2,3, . . . ) 
Equation (Al2) now takes the simpler form 
(A13) 
wa2(1)=& uw--1) (A141 
The assumed mode given by equation (A14) leads, ac- 
cording to equations (A3) and (Ah), to the following inter- 
mediate derived mode: 
m 
wb(l)=C bt(Cfwt-Clwl) 
i=2 
(A151 
Sweeping of this intermediate derived mode with the hrst- 
mode shape (previously determined) leads to the derived 
transformed second mode of the first cycle as follows: 
When each succeeding cycle is begun with the derived 
transformed second mode of its preceding cycle, the various 
functions for the nth cycle are 
WC22 (.)=$j CPbt(wi--wl) 
wP)=g Ci”-‘br(Ciwi-Clw,) 
i=2 
(A171 
6418) 
The limits as n approaches infinity are 
and 
lim waZcn+l) =lim Cpb,(w,- w,) 
n-m n-b- 
cn+u 
lim wa2- 
n-im W,2(n) --c2 
Equations (A20) and (A21) show that convergence to the 
exact-transformed-second-mode shape wz-wI and to the 
exact second eigenvalue C, can be obtained theoretically. 
TRUE SECOND MODE 
The key to computation of the true second mode is readily 
found in the simple case illustrated in figure 1. In this case 
the sweeping function of the final cycle of iteration would be 
the displacement produced by the forcing load y(w$--~~~)y~, 
in which y1 is the first-mode component of the transformed 
second mode yaz. The sweeping function is designated by 
yOI which has a well-defined numerical value in the iteration. 
Thus the value of y1 could be found from the equation 
that is, 
yblzy(w22-w12)~1~ m22 
-rW12 --(q-l) Yl WW 
y*=2L 
wz2 (-423) 2- 1 
Wl 
The sum of yaZ given in the iteration and y1 given by equation 
(A23) gives y2, the true second mode; that is, 
Ya*+Yl=Y*-Yl+Yl=Y2 (A241 
By analogy, the true-second-mode shape in the general 
(complex) problem under consideration is found as follows: 
The limiting value of the sweeping function is, from equation 
(-Am, 
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The expression analogous to equation (A23) is 
lim wb1(n) 
n-+m 
c; 1 
=lim C2”b2wl 
?a--= (AW -- 
c2 
The expression analogous to equation (A24) is 
lim wb1(n) 
=lim Cznbzwz (A27) n4m 
which gives the exact shape of the true second mode. 
TRANSFORMED THIRD MODE 
The first cycle of iteration for the transformed third mode 
begins with an assumed mode that has two zero values, one 
of these being in the same (flexural or torsional) component 
and at the same station (station A) as previously employed 
for the transformed second mode. The other zero value 
may be taken in the same component as was the first zero 
value and at a different station (station B), or it may be 
taken in the other component at any station, including 
station A. Either of these possible selections for the loca- 
tion of the second zero value is indicated in the following 
equations by use of the subscript B. The initially assumed 
transformed third mode may be written as 
in which the arbitrary coefficients cl, are complex. Each 
term of the series in equation (A28) is zero at station A by 
reason of the normalizations stated in equation (A13), and 
each term is also zero at station B. 
The various displacement functions for the general (nth) 
cycle of iteration may be expressed as follows: The assumed 
mode is 
wa3(n)=& C,n-‘,-j W.-W - 
i=3 
t [ z 1 (~)H(w~-wI)] (A291 
The intermediate derived mode is 
(A30) 
The result after sweeping the intermediate derived mode 
with a first-mode shape such as to make the sum zero at 
station A is as follows: 
WI=& C~“-‘d<[Ci(wi-w~)- 
(~)BC2(wz-wd] A(31) 
Sweeping of the mode given by equation (A3l) with a 
transformed-second-mode shape such as to make the sum zero 
in the flexural or torsional component (as the case may be) at 
station B gives the derived transformed third mode as follows: 
=g C,“d,[w,-w,-(~)aczu,-w,,] (A=) 
The limits as n approaches infmity are 
lim ~,~(~+l)=lii Cpd, [wp-w1-~~)B(w2-w1)~ (Ass) 
n-tm 
and 
(A34) 
As shownby equations (A33) and (A34), convergence to the ex- 
act-transformed-third-mode shape w3-wl - (~)p2-w1) 
and to the exact third eigenvalue C, can be obtained theoreti- 
cally. 
TRUE THIRD MODE 
Computation of the true third mode is explained by refer- 
ring again to the simple problem of pure flexural vibration 
in which air forces are excluded. The transformed third 
mode in this simple problem would be given by 
ya3=y3- yl- y3--7J1 
( > y,- y1 ;Yz-YI) 
(A35) 
The total load required to hold the beam in equilibrium in the 
shape ?Ja3 is 
Yw32y3-Yw12 [l-(s)-] YI-YWZ~ ps)Byz (A36) 
If the beam is vibrating with shape ‘y,, at frequency w3, the 
inertia load is given by 
Yw~Y~~=-Yw~~ [Yryr(~)~y2- y J] (A37) 
The forcing load required is the difference between the total 
load (expression (A36)) and the inertia load (equation (A37)), 
that is, 
The displacement produced by this forcing load is 
($l)[l-(~)B] YI+(+) (z)By2 (A39) 
I 
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and this displacement must be equal to the sum of the 
sweeping functions in the last cycle of iteration (if the 
iteration has been carried to complete convergence). The 
first sweeping function is of the first-mode shape and the 
second sweeping function is of the transformed-second-mode 
shape. If the expression (A39) is written in the form 
($- 1) [ 1 -(E)-]y1+(f$- 1) (E)pYl+ 
($- 1) (~);Yz-YI) (A401 
each of the sweeping functions contained in the displacement 
produced by the forcing load is obvious. Thus 
ybl=($- l) [l -(E)B]Yl+($- 1) ($-&yl 
(A41) 
and 
l/m=& 1) (~);Yz-YI) (A42) 
in which ybl and y&a designate the first and second sweeping 
functions, respectively. Both of these functions have well- 
defined numerical values in the iteration. 
If now a simpler notation is adopted, equations (A4l) and 
(A42) can be written as 
ybl=(f$- l)yll+($- l)y,, (A4 3) 
and 
?/b&=($- 1) ‘y,Z 6444) 
in which 
and 
6445) 
(A4 6) 
The true third mode is clearly given by the sum of equations 
(A35), (A45), (A46), and (A47); thus 
Y3=Ya3+yll+Yl2+Ya2 (A481 
The transformed third mode ya3 is given directly in the 
iteration. The procedure for finding the other components 
on the right-hand side of equation (A48) is as follows: 
Component yal, by equation (A44), is 
(A49) 
Component ylz is known when y,,, is known because its rela- 
tion to yaz was established previously in connection with the 
transformed-second -mode calculations (see equation (A24)). 
Component yll is then found by equation (A43) as 
y11= 
?/,I-($- +I2 
w2 (A50) 
2- 1 W  
By analogy with the foregoing case, the true third mode in 
the complex-eigenvalue problem is found as follows: The 
limiting value of the second sweeping function is (see equa- 
tions (A3l) and (A32)) 
=lim CSn 
n-+m ($- 1) (E3(z)B (w,-WJ 6451) 
The limiting value of the first sweeping function is (see 
equations (A30) and (A31)) 
lim wblcn) = -1im Wl n*m n-+m 
= lim Gand3 
92-m 
[g-l-($-$)($)B]wl 
(A521 
The quantities analogous to ylz and ya2 of equations (A43) 
and (A44) are, for the present case, lim wrzcn) and lim w,~(“). 
n-t- n-i- 
The lat,ter quantity is obtained from the relation analogous 
to equation (A49) as follows: 
lim wbaacn) 
lim wazcn) = “*c 
n--t= 
=;li C,“d, (s)B (wz-wl) (A531 
A- 1 
c3 
The relationship of lim w12cn) and lim w,~(“) is obtained from 
n-b- n-t- 
equations (A26) and (A20) of the section dealing with the 
transformed second mode. Thus, 
lim w12(n) =lim baz%l Eq. (‘453) 
R-v= f++- KwzZ(n+l%l Eg. (Am) 
En. (-4%) 
=lim C,“d, (s)Bw, 
n-b- (A541 
The quantity analogous to yll of equation (A43) is, for the 
present case, Jim wll(n) and is obtained by an equation 
72-+-J 
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analogous to equation (A5O) as follows: 
lim wbl W) - 
lim w,, 00 =n+m ( > 
$- 1 lim w12(n) 
n-b= Cl3 n-Pm -- 
c3 l 
=tli C,“d, [ 1 -(=>,I w (A=) 
The exact shape of the true third mode w3 is given by the 
sum of equations (A33), (A53), (A55), and (A54), which is 
lim (wagcn+l) -/-w,~(~) +w~~(~) +~~~(~))=lirn C3nd3w3 (A56) 
n-v- n-s- 
FOURTH AND HIGHER MODES 
The two components (with shapes w2-wl and w3-wI) 
clearly appear in the last cycle in proportions different than 
in the preceding cycle. (The proportion in each cycle is a 
complex function of the spanwise coordinate.) Because of 
this differing proportionality the results of cycles n-l and n 
can be linearly combined so that the combined functions 
contain only one of the components w2- wl and w3--wI. 
Accordingly, the ratios of both the flexural and torsional 
components of the combined functions at all stations should 
be equal to each other. In algebraic terms, this statement 
means that 
Extensions of the proofs to modes higher than the third 
can be made in a manner similar to the foregoing proofs. By 
this means, the iterative transformation procedure can be 
proved, under the assumptions stated at the beginning of this 
appendix, to be convergent for all modes and eigenvalues. 
CASES OF EIGENVALUES HAVING EQUAL OR NEARLY EQUAL MODULI 
in which r and R are (complex) constants, and the subscript 
S designates that the ratio may be evaluated at any station 
S, that is, that R has the same value for all stations. All w 
functions must be the same type of component, either flex- 
ural or torsional. 
For a representative case, suppose that Since S can be any station, the equality 
ICll>EZl; IC3l>lQ4l> - * * (A57) 
and that 
ICZI = IC,l (A58) 
or that 
ICZI = IQ31 (A59) 
Under conditions (A57) and either (858) or (A59), the 
assumed and derived modes after a few cycles of iteration 
will be virtually as follows (see equations (A17) and (Alq)): 
rwlZ2 
rwa2 
rwa2 WI +w,Z(n+l) 
rw,2 h-1) +w,2m (A631 2 
exists, in which stations 1 and 2 must be different or may 
be the same, depending on whether the w functions on the 
left-hand side are the same or different types of components 
than those on the right-hand side. The two values of T 
that satisfy equation TA63) are 
wazcn’= Czn-1bz(wz-wJ+C3n--b~(w~-w,) L4w 
~,z(~+~)=C~~b~(w~-w,)+C~~b~(w~-w~) (A69 
If IC,l is only slightly greater than ICsj, the second terms on 
the right-hand sides of equations (A60) and (A61) become 
negligibly small very slowly as n increases, even though 
they do become negligibly small as n approaches infinity. 
If jCzl and ICI 3 are equal, these terms never become negligi- 
bly small. Thus, the problem of circumventing this slow 
convergence or apparent lack of convergence arises. 
~cn-lLcn+l, 
‘= - 2A(n-l,,(n) f 
-\i( 
A(n-l,,(n+l) 2 
> 
A(n,.(n+l, 
2,4(n-l,,(n) -A(“--‘)v(n) 
in which 
(wa2 W-l))1 (20,2(-l) >2 
A(n-l),(n) - - 
bAzl(n))l cwIZ% 
A satisfactory method for coping with these conditions is 
to combine linearly the results of the last two cycles of the 
series of iteration cycles that have been performed. For best 
results in an actual problem, not less than the third and 
fourth cycles should be used for this purpose in order to 
reduce as much as practicable the effects of all higher-order 
components. 
A@!, @+I) = 
b%z(n))l c%*(n% 
(w,2(*+*’ 11 (%2(n+1% 
(Waz W-l)), (w&(+-l) 12 
AW-l),(n+l, - - 
6-4zz W-!-U 11 (%2(nf*))Z 
The corresponding values of R are 
R=A(n-lL(n+l)~ A(n-l,.(n+l, 2 
&4(n-l),(n, 4 2ACn-1,,02, > 
A(W.(n+l, 
-A(+l,,(n) 
The following formulas for combining the results of the 
last two cycles are based on the assumption that the assumed 
CF.=.-- 
A(n),(n+l)/A(n-l).(n) 
r 
and derived modes in each of the cycles contain only com- 
ponents of the types in equations (A60) and (A6l). 
(A621 
(A64) 
(A68 
6466) 
(A67) 
(A681 
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These values of R are equal to Cz and C,, and the corre- 
sponding values of T, when placed in the expression 
rWZ2 00 +W,*(n+l) (A691 
give modes of the shapes w2-wl and w3-wlS When IC,l is 
nearly equal to IC,l, the appropriate set of R and r to give the 
lower transformed mode w,,~w, is evident. When lCzl and 
IC,l are equal, the mode obtained by equation (A69) with 
either value of T may be used as the transformed second 
mode, but the trends of the eigenvalues that have been or will 
be determined at other values of the reduced frequency k 
may be used as a guide in making the selection that fits the 
trend. 
In actual computations, one further cycle of iteration be- 
ginning with an assumed mode given by expression (A69) 
should be carried out to assess the extent to which the func- 
tions w,~(~-‘), w,~(~), and ~~z(~+l) are free of all except the 
two components of the types appearing in equations (A60) 
and (A61). If the ratios of this cycle are not reasonably 
constant, the unwanted components still present have to be 
removed by carrying out another cycle of iteration and 
again applying equations (A64) and (A68). 
The method just described is clearly applicable in the 
general cases l&l = ICn+ll or /C,l = ICn+ll. 
Eigenvalues having equal moduli include the special case 
of identical eigenvalues. As a basis for discussion let it be 
assumed that 
and that 
IGl>lGl=l~3l>lGl> * . . (A70) 
c3=c3=c23 (A71) 
The significance of the occurrence of these two identical 
eigenvalues is that the wing system may oscillate with the 
same frequency and artificial damping in any of an infinite 
number of modes, any two of which are linearly independent 
of each other and of the first, fourth, and higher modes. 
This infinite number of possible modes (all corresponding to 
C,,) are the infinitely many linear combinations of two 
basic linearly independent modes that are necessary and 
sufllcient in combination with the first, fourth, and higher 
modes to describe an arbitrary displacement of the wing 
system. Clearly, only two linearly independent modes cor- 
responding to the double eigenvalue G3 are required for 
analytical purposes. These two are designated wz and w3 as 
before but with the reservation that w2 and w3 must be 
derivable as two differing linear combinations of a single 
basic pair of linearly independent modes that also correspond 
to 033. 
Equations (A20) and (A21) are replaced in the present case 
by 
lim ~,~@+l) = lim Cz3” [b2(w2-WI)+ b3(wg-WI)] (A72) 
n--t- n-t- 
and 
cn+u 
lim *=C,, (A73) n-+m 
Equation (A27) is replaced by 
lim wb1(n) 
lim wllzcnfl) +“++ = lim C2,“(bzwz+ b3w3) (A74) 
n-m 6-l n+m 
The transformed second mode (equation (A72)) is in this 
case a linear combination of the first three eigenfunctions, 
and the so-called true second mode is actually a linear 
combination of the second and third eigenfunctions. 
If the iterative transformation procedure is now applied 
in the regular way to determine the transformed third mode, 
the third eigenvalue, and the true third mode, the results 
will be as follows: The transformed third mode will be, like 
the transformed second mode, a linear combination of the 
first three eigenfunctions but will be linearly independent 
of the transformed second mode. The so-called true third 
mode will be, like the so-called true second mode, a linear 
combination of the second and third eigenfunctions and will 
be linearly independent of the so-called true second mode. 
The results will also include a second determination of the 
double eigenvalue C23. It may therefore be concluded that 
the iterative transformation procedure is valid and sufficient 
in all cases of eigenvalue multiplicity. 
‘. 
APPENDIX B i 
THE COMPLEX STIFFNESS FOR BEAMS W ITH STRUCTURAL DAMPING 
The familiar concept of a  complex force K(l+-ig)s in point of the cross section of a  beam with structural damping 
simple (one-degree-of-freedom) vibrating systems having is E(l+ig)r. The complex bending moment corresponding 
structural damping may be easily extended to continuous to this stress, obtained in the usual way by integration of 
vibrating systems such as beams and airplane wings. The 
quantity K is the elastic-spring constant, s is the displace- 
the moment of the stresses over the section, is EI(1 +ig) zz. 
ment, KS is the elastic-spring force, and Kgs is the structural- This result leads to the concept of a  complex stiffness 
damping force. EI(l+ig,) for beams in ffexural vibration with structural 
For a beam in flexure, the stiffness of the fibers is given by damping. Similarly, the complex stiffness of beams in tor- 
the modulus of elasticity E, which is analogous to the quantity 
sional vibration with structural damping is GJ(I +ig+). 
K for the spring. The elastic stress at any point of the cross 
The subscripts y and 4 indicate that the structural-damping 
coefficient g may have a different value for torsional vibra- 
section is given by eE where e is the strain which is analogous tions than it has for flexural vibrations. Roth gV and g+ may 
to the displacement s. Then the complex stress at any be functions of the spanwise position x. 
APPENDIX C 
FORMULAS FOR EQUIVALENT CONCENTRATIONS AND INCREMENTS OF TORQUE 
The formulas used in the numerical examples for com- 
puting equivalent concentrated loads and curvatures are 
those that have been derived in references 7 and 8. For the 
concentration at an end station the formula is 
At an intermediate station 
Kw 
The significance of the quantities used in formulas (Cl) and 
(C2) is shown in sketch 1. 
-- - Distributed-load curve 
4 
Sketch 1. 
These formulas are based on the assumption that the 
distributed-load (or curvature) curve is a series of second- 
degree parabolic arcs. When applied to distributed flexural 
loads, the formulas give concentrations which produce the 
same bending moments in the wing at all the selected stations 
as the distributed load. The formulas may be correctly applied 
to distributed torsional loads only if GJ is constant over each 
bay. In this case the formulas give concentrations which 
produce the same torsional displacement at all the selected 
stations as the distributed load. For a station placed at a  
discontinuity in ordinate or slope, formula (Cl) must be 
applied to both the left and the right of the station and the 
results added. 
The formulas for obtaining increments of area beneath a 
curve of distributed torques are derived in reference 8. 
These formulas are based as before on approximating second- 
degree parabolas. They are given here in a slightly different 
form which is better adapted to present uses. Thus 
(C3) 
(C4) 
where the significance of A1 and A2 and of ql, qz, and q3 is 
shown by sketch 2. 
Jncrements of p _ __ // Disfributed- load 
torque \% -- ._ ./’ CUrYe 
The ordinate at a  discontinuity should not be used as the 
middle one of the three ordinates selected for use in formulas 
(C3) and (C4). The formulas are valid only where the three 
ordinates are connected by a continuous curve. 
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2 
3 
4 
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TABLE I.-ITERATION TO OBTAIN FIRST COUPLED MODE 
[Common factors for each column are 
5 
I mm I I 
5 
5 4 3 2 1 
Station 
Flexure: (a) First cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
_~--__-~ -___ -- - ~--~ 
Y’(1) P,Y Pd P ?j F FvY 54 F v AM iI1 a 
-~- - -----~- 
b 
b-r -& *r & XobY J Wb-r w2 Why 
P P P P zy= 
___-- - __-- .~______ ~_-----.- 
1. 000 33. 6 0 33. 6 14. 30 14. 30 14. 30 0 0 
14. 30 14. 30 
. 568 19. 10 0 19. 10 19. 26 19. 26 19. 26 14. 30 14. 30 
33. 56 33. 56 
. 194 52 
6. 0 6. 52 5. 27 5. 27 17.95 0 24. 51 
2. 36 { 1. 29 47. 86 47. 86 
58. 07 31. 82 
. 054 1.82 0 1. 82 2. 06 1. 13 1. 13 79. 68 79. 68 
59. 20 32. 45 
0 0 0 0 112. 13 112.13 
Torsion (with GJ constant over each bay): (a) First cycle 
-- --___ ~~-- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 
~__ ----- -- -~-~ ~--___ 
--------- ~~ 
bay Xib’y W-r - cd2 -03 cd2 W? - 
P P P my2 
------ __~---__------ ___--- __-- -- 
0 I. 397 0 1. 397 0. 594 0. 594 0. 59 
0. 59 0. 59 
0 .794 0 _ 794 800 . 800 . 80 
1. 39 1. 39 
0 . 271 0 . 271 {. . ;;; { ;;; - 14. 68 0 - 14. 41 
-13.02 - 13. 02 
0 . 076 0 .076 . 086 .047 .05 
- 12. 97 - 12. 97 
0 0 0 0 
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FOR k= co FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS 
given under the column headings ] 
5 
I Q  I I 
5 
5 4 3 2 1 
Station 
(b) Second cycle (a) First cycle-Continued (c) Third cycle 
.- 
-- 
-- 
_- 
19 2 2 17 18 
~~ 
AY y,(2) 
1 
Yl@) 
-- 
b 
-- 
1. 000 
. 569 
. 194 
. 054 
0 
1 
y,‘“’ 
b 
1. 000 
. 570 
. 194 
. 055 
0 
Yl(3) 
Xu’br ($ 
EZr 
XO’Y 
my2 
--- 
280. 27 
159. 37 
54. 37 
15.22 
0 
-- 
120. 90 
105. 00 
71. 46 
27. 76 
15.90 15. 90 
17.53 
29. 20 1 
17. 53 
16. 01 
79. 75 43. 70 
50. 60 27. 76 
-- -- 
120. 90 
105. 00 
39. 15 
15. 22 
_- -- 
280. 27 
280 
280 
282 
281. 65 
160. 24 
54. 73 
15. 33 
0 
281. 90 
160. 36 
54. 75 
15. 33 
0 
281. 65 
282 
282 
284 
281. 90 
282 
282 
279 
282 
(a) First cycle--Continued (b) Second cycle (c) Third cycle 
2 / 3(-Y 12 13 14 15 1 
___-- 
#J,(Z) 
-- /b--- 
41(Z) 4, 
41(l) 
A4 Cl @) 
X0% 
x&Y2 
WY 
my2 
-- 
_-__ 
____ 
__-_ 
-- 
300 
299 
297 
297 
-.- 
----- 
282 
282 
- 0. 00594 - 1. 780 
-. 00622 - 1. 861 
-. 00689 -2. 048 
-. 00344 - 1. 022 
0 0 
- 0. 00633 - 1. 786 
-. 00662 - 1. 866 
-. 00729 -2. 056 
-. 00364 - 1. 026 
0 0 
- 12. 28 
- 12. 87 
- 14. 26 
- 1. 662 
- 1. 742 
-1. 930 
-. 963 
0 
0. 59 
1. 39 
-7.15 
-7. 11 
282 282 
282 
radians per second 
Stat,iorl 
TABLE l.-ITERATION TO OBTAIN FIRST COUPLED MODE FOR k= m FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS-Concluded 
Torsion (with GJ variable) : (a) First cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 / 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
___I________ ~___ -- --- ---___- ~-___ 
4P 0”Y (344 Q AT AT T KY z4 T T e A4 A4 4P 4,(Z) 41(Z) dl”’ 
TABLE P.-ITERATION TO OBTAIN TRANSFORMED SECOND MODE FOR k= m FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS 
[Common factors for each column are given under t,hc column headings] 
<I. 1 -@ 1 a 
/I 
/ 
5 4 3 2 1 
Station 
(b) Second cycle (c) Third cycle Flexure: (a) First cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 
_________~ 
/ 
1 2 3 4 5 
Y b(l) y b1(‘) y,#’ $ 
-~ 
h’br 
Elp OJ2 
0 -174. 1 174. 1 
-. 281 -107. 7 99. 2 -: 
-. 252 -43.1 33. 8 -9: 
5 30. 2 
3 36. 9 
-. 094 -13.1 9. 48 -3. 6 38. 3 
0 0 0 0 
0 -411.0 411. 0 
-. 692 --“;5: ; 234. 2 4;. ; .26. 4 
-. 757 so. 0 26. 0 
-. 293 -30.2 22, 4 -7: 8 26. 6 
0 0 0 0 
Torsion: (a) First cycle (b) Second cycle 
1 
+oz(‘) $b(’ 4 b,(l) 4.P 
@ 
4.2”’ 
----I I I ) -- 
1.000 13.38 - 1. 10 12. 28 12. 28 
.901 13. 38 -1. 15 12. 23 13. 58 
. 624 
? d ;i 
-1. 28 12. 12 19.44 
d 322 -. 0 63 0 6. 07 18.85 
1 2 3 4 5 
__I_~___~- 
4.P 4 b(‘) 6 b,(2) 4,PJ 4,20 
4J2’ 
WY 
mj lda 
-.- 
1. 000 24.94 -2. 60 22. 34 22. 34 
.997 24. 95 -2. 72 22, 23 22. 3 
.988 25. 05 -3.00 22.05 22. 3 
d 495 12.51 0 -1. 0 50 11.01 0 22. 2 
2 3 4 
~~- 
Y bc3) y blc3) 
5 6 
-~ 
Y.z(‘) lzYaz(‘) 
Y,2(3) ZYo2’3’ 
Y .Z(‘) 
b 
1 
Y 2) 
b 
0 
-. 820 
-. 882 
-. 349 
0 
-465. 8 465. 8 
-285.4 265.4 -28 0 
-112.0 90. 6 -21: 4 
-33. 8 25. 4 
0 0 3” 
(c) Third cycle 
1 
‘d3 
c 1.000 .995 .988 0. 493 
2 3 4 5 6 
-P--P 
+‘bt3) 4 blt3’ 4.40 
X0% 
my& O3 
26.22 -2.95 
26. 24 -3. OS 
26.40 13.20 :y-;; 
0 0. 
23.27 
23. 16 
E El 
0. 
24. 4 
24. 2 24. 3 
24. 1 
Station 
0 ; : 5 
-- 
23. 3 
23.27 
23. 3 
23. 3 
23. 3 
I I I ~- - 
I X4&4) XO'Y 
24.P’ 
=23.8 EIp ~2; w2= 133.3 radians per second 
TABLE 3.-ITERATION TO OBTAIN TRANSFORMED THIRD MODE FOR k= m FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS 
[Common factors for each column are given under each column heading] 
Flexure: (a) First cycle 
3 2 
Station 
(b) Second cycle 
3 4 5 
___-- 
y b1(‘) y baZ(‘) YOU 
(cl Third cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 
-__~~___ -- 
Y-,3(’ Yb(‘) Yb+’ Yba2”’ Ya3(‘) 
Y a3(2) 
yo3(lj 
Y P,(2) 2/b”’ 
___- 
Xo’br 
izji ld2 
X04-t 
EIp wa 
b Xo’by ,FII( Cd2 
1 2 3 
--c__ 
4 5 
-- 
Ycz~‘~’ 2/bc3) 2/b,(‘) Yb.2’” Ya3(*) 
6 7 
Yaa(l) 
Y,3(3) 
CYa3(4) 
ZY.3’3 Station 
- 
- 
XO'Y 
EIp w2 
Xo*by 
-I&ii cop 
1 (A) z 
4 
5 
0 448.1-448.1 0 0 
1: 952 000 271.5 104 0 -254.8 -87 0 -11. 9 1 5.6 1 5. 9 
d 390 31.0 0 -24.4 0 -4. 0 7 ; 9 Ei 
0 405.5 -405.5 0 0 
1.000 243. 7 -230. 6 -5.9 7.2 
.911 91.6 -78.8 -6.3 6.5 
d 339 27.0 0 -22. 0 1 -2. 0 5 
2. 4 
0 
0 404.0 -404.0 0 
1. 000 242. 8 -230.0 -5.9 8 9 
.903 91.3 -78.5 -6.3 6:5 
0. 
333 26.9 -22. 0 -2. 5 2. 4 
0 0 0 0 
f”2 
7: 1 
7. 07 
Torsion: (a) First cycle (b) Second cycle (c) Third cycle 
1 2 3 ______- 
I---- 4p.P) ‘$‘b(‘) ‘$b,(‘) 
1 2 3 4 5 : 6 
_____-___,___- 
&do ‘$bcl’ +bl”’ 4bo2(‘) 
+.3y 
4s 
4 5 6 
-_L____ 
4.3'3' 
‘$bnZ(*) 4d3' __ 
4aP 
1 ; 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-___ ~______~ 
4.3’3’ 4 bc3) 4 b,(3) $b.2(‘) 4a3(*) 4na(4) X403(4) 
a30 z 4& Station 
XO*Y 
Elp d 
6.90 Ci 
6.86 .04 
6.81 .03 
3. 41 03 
0 0. 
I--I I -- 
0 -9.46 2.56 
.0042 -9.50 2.68 
.0056 -9. 72 2.94 
0. 
0042 -4. 85 1.47 
0 0 
- 
- 
l(B) 
: 
4 
5 
6. 89 
6. 85 
6. SO 
3. 40 
0 
0 -15. 79 2. 84 12. 95 0 
-.083-15.81 2.96 12.88 .13 -1.6 
-. 304 -16. 03 3.26 12. SO . 03 -. 1 
-. 150 -8.00 1. 63 6. 40 
0 0 0 0 0. 
03 --.2 
0 -9.46 2.57 
.0232 -9.50 2.68 
.0054 -9. 72 2.96 
d 0054 -4. 0 85 0 1.48 
0 
. xi 
0. 
03 
1. 3 
7 
6 
10. 0 
5 7. 15 
7 
I ’ I 
=7 11 xo’?l 
. EIP 
w2; w3=244 radians per second 
TABLE 4.-AERODYXAMIC-INERTIA FORCE COEFFICIENTS FOR VSRIOUS VALUES OF k FOR EXAMPLE WING 
[Common factors for each column are given under the column headings] 
Flexure 
pR+ PI, 
- 1444 51. 9 
-112.5 13.44 
-75.2 10. 82 
-60.7 9. 61 
-23.8 5. 82 
-3. 76 2. 39 
1. 397 0 
FRRU 
XOY 
-63 
P 
PRQ 
r;;; 
-75: 6 
-75.6 
-75.6 
-75.6 
-75. 6 
- 
k 
_- 
- 
- 
_- 
_- 
- 
hr w? 
P 
,108. 3 
-8. 27 
-4. 14 
-2. 53 
1. 35 
2. 29 
0 
92. 5 
92. 5 
0.036 
. 12 
. 1443 
. 1590 
. 24 
. 50 
co 
92. 5 
92. 5 
92. 5 
92. 5 
92. 5 
33. 0 
33. 6 
Torsion 
k Q RV QRQ I Ql" QI, BRll I 8R, - 
b2Y - w? 
P 
XobY - 0% 
I.’ 
Aob2y - cd= 
P 
0.036 
. :4243 
. 1590 
. 24 
. 50 
m 
3. 67 
2. 52 
2. 36 
2. 28 
1. 98 
1. 623 
1.397 
68. 3 
11. 42 
8. 48 
7. 24 
3. 67 
1. 143 
549 - 19. 40 
51. 4 -5.03 
37. 5 -4.05 
32. 0 -3. 60 
18. 24 -2.18 
10. 74 -. 895 
. 1409 0 0 
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Station 
TABLE B.-ITERATION TO OBTAIN FIRST MODE FOR 
[Common factors for each column are 
5 I 
5 
e I I 
5 4 3 2 1 
Station 
Flexure: (a) First cycle 
1 
YIR(‘) 
2 
YIP 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
___- -- 
PRvYR PRd'R PIVYI PI&I PR FR FR FR&R 
- 
b L? UT My __ 09 My ~ cd2 
!J P P 
1. 000 0 31. 0 0 0 0 31. 0 12. 34 12. 34 
. 444 0 13. 77 0 0 0 13. 77 14. 35 14. 35 
. 111 0 3. 44 0 0 0 3. 44 3. 16 1. 22 “: it 10. 27 
.028 0 . 868 0 0 0 . 868 1. 01 . 55 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Station 
Torsion: (a) First cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
&R(l) LIZ"' QR~YR &R&R QI,YI QIdI qR 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
I 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
- 
2. 36 
1. 048 
. 262 
. 0660 
0 
2. 36 
1. 048 
. 262 
. 0660 
0 
8 
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k=0.1443 FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS 
given under the column headings] 
ii 4 3 2 
Station 
(a) First cycle-Continued 
- 
-- 
-- 
- 
-- 
11 12 13 
FRv$R GR VR 
14 15 
AMR MR 
16 17 18 19 
a CY 
-- 
-- 
CY B 
20 21 
AY YIP 
xo’br 1 
-E&E 
95. 3 95. 3 
81. 8 81. 8 
54. 6 
20. 9 
30. 0 
Il. 5 
218. 6 
123.3 
41. 5 
11. .5 
0 
I 
X$by 1 &Xo=by 1 -- -- 
EZ/.L C EZp C 
X$by 1 -- 
EZp C 
I -- -- 
1 
12. 34 
12. 34 
14.35 
26. 69 
14. 10 
0 
12.34 
39. 03 
61. 41 
84. 03 
12. 34 
26. 69 
22. .38 
22. 62 
13. 5 
14. 5 
12. 7 
33. 7 
20. 9 
39. 03 14. 5 23. 2 
0 
40. 79 
. 55 
41.34 
’ 61. 41 61. 5 
84. 03 38. 2 
(a) First, Cycle-Continued 
9 
I 
10 
I 
11 
I 
12 
I 
13 14 15 16 17 
e 
0. 939 0. 939 
1. 092 I. 002 
I : % -8. 50 0 -8. 21 
.042 . 042 
-3.77 -0. fit0 
0. !)4 
-4.71 -. 638 
2. 03 
-6. 74 -. 912 
-3. 38 
-3. 36 -. 455 
-3. 36 
0 0 
0. !)4 
2. 03 
0. 94 
2. 03 
-6. 18 -6. 18 
-6. 14 -6. 14 
- - 
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-- 
Station 
TABLE 5.--ITERATION TO OBTAIN FIRST MODE FOR 
Flexure: (a) First cycle-Continued 
- --___- 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.__~ 
- 10. 82 
-4. 80 
- 1. 201 
-. 303 
0 
Station 
- 
Aih - d 
P 
11 
- 1. 099 - 
1. 201 
1. 099 
- -. 426 -. 234 
-. 303 -. 352 -. 193 
0 
I I 
MY - co2 
P 
0 
- 
Torsion: (a) First cycle-Continued 
____.- -.-~______ 
18 19 20 21 22 23 
____-___- -____ 
(3RdZ QRdI - QIUYR - 6)1&R QI I 
4. 05 
1. 798 
. 450 
1143 
0 
4. 05 1. 612 
1. 798 1. 874 
450 { 
. 412 
. . 160 
. 1143 . 133 
0 
- 
0 
-4.31 
-5.00 
- 1. 333 
-. 193 
-. 
-. 
.-_- 
24 
I 
25 
clr I I ~RTx,?,~ 
-- 
1. 612 
- 
I 
1. 874 
. 412 
c . 088 0 
. 073 
33 AN ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF FLUTTER PROBLEMS 
k=0.1443 FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS-Continued 
(a) First cycle-Concluded 
- 
.- 
.- 
35 41 36 37 38 
(I 0: s 
32 33 34 
AMI MI a 
39 40 
AY YU(2) 
.- 
Xoby & 
P 
-4.31 
-9.31 
- 10. 64 
- 10. 83 
26 
-~ 
&+4r 
YIP +iylr(*) 
WZP -I-i?do 
X,,aby 1 -- 
EIp C 
?.&zby 1 Mby 1 Xo’by 1 XO’Y 1 -- -- -- - - 
EZp C EZp C EZ/.t C EZp C 
_- 
- 
218.6-70.3% 
__-____-_---_-- 
374- 116.Oi 
___-___-___-__- 
0 
-4.31 
- 13. 62 
- 19. 46 
-25.41 
-70. 38 
-39. 26 
- 12.87 
-3. 52 
0 
-4.31 
-9.31 
-5. 84 
-5.95 
-31.12 -31. 12 
-26. 39 -26. 39 
- 17. 08 -9.35 
-6.41 -3. 52 
-4. 73 
-5.05 
-7.77 
- 19. 46 
-11.70 
-4. 73 
-5.05 
-4. 26 
- 10. 67 
-6. 41 
- 13. 62 
- 19. 46 
25.41 
(a) First cycle-Concluded 
- 
27 I 28 20 -___- 
e 
?v,bsy 1 ?u$‘b2y 1 - - -- 
GJr C GJp C 
h”Y 1 -- 
EZp C 
1. 612 1. 612 
3. 486 3. 486 
3. 986 
4. 059 
3. ‘186 
4. 059 
1. 612 
1. 874 
. 500 
. 073 
1. 288 
1. 070 
. 507 
. 302 
0 
9. 51 
1. 61 
7. 90 
3. 49 
I 4. 41 0 
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TABLE 5.-ITERATION TO OBTAIN FIRST MODE FOR 
Flexure: (b) Second cycle (c) Third cycle 
b XO’Y 1 -- 
EIp C 
1 2 3 4 
?h Rc3) Y11’3’ YlB” YlZ(” 
b &,*by 1 
EIfi C 
__--- 
0 263. 0 
.0015 149. 7 
.0021 51. 2 
0’ 
0007 14. 4 
0 
-83. 22 263.0- 83.223‘ 
-46.67 ___- _._.____ 
- 15. 42 270- 84.9i 
-4. 22 
0 
1. 000 0 267. 5 -82. 89 
. 569 . 0020 152. 3 -46. 47 
. 194 0028 52. 1 - 
0’ 054 0 : 0012 14. 0 6 
15. 33 
-4. 0 20 
Torsion: (b) Second cycle (c) Third cycle 
2 3141 5 
- 
- 
4,P’ 
1 2 3 4 
-___-. -- 
‘@ ‘R(3) 4lIW hR(‘) 4P 
hl’Y 1 
EIp c  
0. 00466 
. 00358 
. 00126 
1. 601 353+ 12.li 
1. 353 --_-_----- 
. 773 414-55.li 
0’ 392 
- 
. 00064 
0 
- 1.407 
- 1. 537 
-1. 829 
-. 912 
0 
i 
-0. 00660 0. 00399 - 1. 570 1. 594 
-. 00680 . 00300 1. 690 - 1. 350 
-. 00716 . 00068 -1. 963 . 764 
-. 00358 00036 -. 982 387 
0 0’ 0 0’ 
Station 
- 
- 
_- 
- 
- 
1. 000 
. 563 
189 
0’ 052 
1 
4,lP’ Station 
-2: gg; 
-. 00457 
-. 00228 
0 
1 I2 (YlzP + iY1z(5’) x  (41R’5) + i411(5)) 
3 x (yl~‘~‘+iylZ(‘)) +I3 (~JIR’~‘+~~IZ(~)) 1 u-r 1 = (269.5-82.2i) Elr ?; co,= 423000 J-- -=39.7 radians per second; 269.5 
AN ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF FLUTTER PROBLEMS 
k= 0.1443 FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED ?vIASS-Concluded 
(c) ‘l’hird cycle-Concluded (d) Fourth cycle 
l- 
5 
I- 
y&J + iy,,“’ 
y,#J + i&3’ 
__- 
WY 1 
Elp c 
287.G 82.892’ 
268 - 83.22’ 
(c) Third cycle-Concluded (d) Fourth cycle 
I 
5 1 2 
-- 
I------ 
4,Rc0 4lZ(‘J 
- 
- 
-- 
~- 
4m(‘J i-i41z(‘J 
$JlR’3’ + hZoJ 
b’Y 1 
Iup c 
282- 71.5i 
282- 79.8i 
_--_-.___-__ 
L 
1 2 
YlR(” Y,z(‘J y1R’5’ YlZ’5’ 
1.000 
. 569 
. 194 
0. 
054 
b 
0 
. 0030 
. 0027 
0’ 
0011 
-. 00751 .00052 
-- 82.2 1 39.7 
(/a~~ 2,pj =-0.305; th=~ ox3=91.6 feet per second 
3 4 
I 
268. 6 - 82. 56 
153. 0 -46. 29 
52. 4 - 1.5. 28 
14. 7 -4. 18 
0 0 
6 6 
-- 
y,/+5J+iy11(5J 
I 
x (y,d5’ j iYlZ(5’) 
y1p -I- iylpJ x (!hR(O+- iyu”‘) 
35 
268.6-82.56i 
---_---_-__- 
270- 82.Z 269 - 82.Si 
, 
6 I 
-/ 
4,R’5’ / 4lZ’5’ / 
4&5Ji i4#J Jz (41r+5J f i4”(5J) I 
‘$,R(‘) + i4,Z"' x (41R"'i hr(‘)) I 
- 1. 591 
-1.711 
- 1.977 
-. 988 
0 
1. 589 
1. 340 
. 758 
0’ 384 
270 - SO.% 
269 - 82.4i 270--8l.Z 
-_--___-__ 
__---..- --. 
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TABLE B.---ITERATION TO OBTAIN TRA?iSFORMED SECOND 
[Common factors for each column arc 
Flexure: (a) First cycle 
9 
-- 
%ZR(D Yd” 
, 1 
ybR(‘) ’ !,bl(” YblR(‘) Ybd’) y&p’ y&p’ 
I _____-- ~___________ 
Xo’by 1 -- 
EIp C 
?J.?R(‘) + i&z,(‘) 
YdR”’ ++a,(‘) Station 
WY 1 -- 
EIp C b 
-!.3 
-2. 6 
-. 9 
0 
0 
;: 4 
0’ 
88 
-818.4 
-468.8 
-161.4 
-45.4 
0 
81s. 4 ! 
464. 5 
4:: X8 
158. 8 5. 7 
44. 5 Il. 31 
0 0 
41.3s 
23. 48 
7. 90 
2. 19 
I O 
Torsion: (a) First-cycle 
1 
I 
2 
i 
3 
&ZIP’ I I &?I” &R(l) _ --..-- ew(” Station 
-___ 
1 
3 
4 
5 
_____-_____ ----- __-------l_-- 
’ 1.000 0 28. 76 1 -4.45 - 5. 62 . 3. 35 23. 1-J 
. 875 
. 529 i 
26. 25 -3.s9 -5.79 2. 56 20. 46 
19. -12 -2.35 -6.12 .73 13. 30 
0’ 274 8 
9. 92 222 -3. 06 379 6. 86 
0 -it 0 0’ 0 
23.14- 1.1Oi 
25.2 - 3.06~’ 
____-_-____-_---_ 
- 1. 10 
- 1. 33 
-1. 62 
-. 84 
0 
AN ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF FLUTTER PROBLEAlS 
1IODE FOR k=O.1443 FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS 
given under t,hc colun~n headings] 
5 
I 
I e I I 
5 
5 4 3 2 1 
Station 
(b) Second cycle 
37 
-- 
1 2 
3 
i 
4 5 6 7 S 9 
----__ 1__-- 
/ 
Y/.tR'2' Y.2P YbR’” !,b+” !,blR(?) YblP’ %?Rc3’ Yo?P 
y,,p iiy,J3) 
yam(?) f iy,,p 
-- -- --- 
1 
Xo+by 1 -- 
EIp C I 
XO’Y 1 -- 
EZr C 
0 
-. 188 
-. 117 
-. 041 
0 
- 
0 -8888. 5 104. 65 
. 064 -510.8 61. 60 
.090 - 177. 0 22. 28 
0’ 036 -50.0  0 6. 45 
I 2 
--___- 
4”*/1(2’ 4.P 
i 
1. 000 
. 886 
. 577 
. 298 
0 
0 
-. 0153 
-. 0426 
-. 0221 
0 
- 
_- 
_- 
_- I 
888. 5 - 104. 65 
504. 5 -57.1 
172. 5 - 17. 7 
48. 4 -4.64 
0 0 
(b) Second cycle 
2 3 0 4. 6 37- 11.21' 
-4. 5 4. 6 43-6.li 
-1. 6 1.81 ----___--__ - ____ 
0 0 
-. 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
-___ 
4bR”’ 4 tP +bLR(?) +‘bll(‘) 40?Rta 4a?l(3’ 
&R(3) i- i4.#) 
4,,2R(’ f i4.@ 
30.80 
28. 36 
21. 60 
11.01 
0 
XO’Y 1 -- 
EIr C 
-- -----__- 
-6.92 -5. ss 4. 05 
-6. 33 -6. 12 3. 21 
-4.59 -6. 61 I. 24 
-2. 36 -3.30 63 
0 0 0 
__- 
24.92 
22. 24 
14. 99 
7. 71 
0 
I 
-2.87 24.92- 2.87i 
-3.12 ’ _______-___._r__ 
-3.35 26.2 -3.862’ 
-1.73 
j 
-__-----________ 
0 
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Station 
1 (4 
2 
i 
5 
Station 
TABLE 6-ITERziTIOS TO OBT:UN TRAX%FOII&lIED SEC’ONI> NODE 
Flesure: (c) Third cycle 
1 3 4 5 I (i/7 9 
Ya?R’3’ Y,P’ !,bd3) 
____.- 
j, b1@’ 
I 
yb,d3’ 1 yb#) / y&Z(‘) 
I 
ya2~(0 + iy.?,(‘) 
Y”?,P + iy,2,‘3’ 
0 
-. 271 
-. 199 
-. 071 
0 
0 
. 149 
. 161 
0’ 
065 
L 
28- 6.3i 
31-1.47. 
32-1.41 
1 ! 2 3 4 I 5 I G  7 S 9 
- 
,#uR’3) ‘$bd3’ 3 bP ‘$blRt3) ’ +b#’ ) &,# Ad4 
~wR(~) + ih+‘) 
4J.P 
i 
##&&3) + i&,(3’ 
I 
-, 
b’r 1 __- 
EI, c 
1.000 
.904 
. 609 
0’ 
314 -3. -16 
0’ 
s-l 8. 34 -2. 24 27.0- 4.26i 
0 0 0 
1 X (Y,?R@ + iy.2P) xoly _! . 
2 z (.?h?R(‘) + fy,,I El,, C’ 
AN ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF FLUTTER PROBLEMS 
FOR k=0.1443 FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS-Concluded 
(d) Fourth cycle 
39 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Yaad” Ya2P y bR(‘) ?,bI”’ ?,blR”’ Ybld’) Y&R(S) Y.21’” Y.aJt’” + iY.aP s (?,,2Rtc + k,ZZ’“) 
y.ZR(‘) + iyd’) z (!hZR(‘) + @do) 
b 
I 
Xo’b-v 1 
EIp C 
x04-f 1 -- 
EIp C 
0 0 -941. 0 165. 58 941.0 - 165. 58 
-. 281 . 184 -543. 3 98.06 534. 9 -91.8 :. 3 
-. 252 . 165 - 190. 0 % 2 183. 1 - 29. 50 
1:. ; 
094
0’ 
0 9 -54.  
0’ 
51 3 -7. 3 -2: 7 ri% 
0 0 0 0 0 0’ 
31-2.Oi 
31-5.oi 31-3.41i 
31-3.5i 
(d) Fourth cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4&(S) 4!&) 
$zZR(‘) +i4&) x (4aZR (8 + i4.#)) 
4o2R”) + i4od’) x(4&R (4) fi4,&4’) 
----~___ ____-__-_-_ - ---- 
hl’Y 1 -- 
EIp C 
--____-_ 
1. 000 0 33. 16 -8. 75 -6. 03 4. 68 27. 13 -4.07 27.13- 4.07i 
901 -. 0256 30. 70 -8. 15 -6. 33 3. 80 24. 37 -4.35 27.1- 4.05i 
624 -. 0749 23. 92 -6. 30 -6.98 1. 73 16. 94 -4.57 27.7- 4.02i 
0’ 322 -. 0 0384 12. 0 20 -3. 0 24 -3.49 0 0’ 88 0 8. 71 -:36 27.5- 4.06i 
uz= 121.0 rsdims per second; qo2= -0.1308; uz=280 feet per second 
27.3- 4.05i 
40 
Station 
1 (-9 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Station 
1 0% 
z 
4 
5 
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TABLE 7.-ITERATION TO OBTAIN TRANSFORMED THIRD 
[Common factors for each column are 
s- 1 
I 
mm I I 
4 3 2 1 
Station 
Flexure: (a) First cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
-- ___~~~ 
Y,d” Yo3P 2/bR(‘) L/d” YblR(” !/hlI(” ?, bo?R(‘) ?/hod’) YoaR’2’ YOU@’ 
?/dR”’ + i?,03,(~) 
&z3Rc1) + ~?,d’ 
-- - 
b -- &“br 1 hl’r 1 
EIp C EIp C 
0 368. 1 -73. 82 -368. 1 
1: 850 00
8 
223. 85. 4 1 -43.43  15. 60 -2;;: ; 
l? if 
13: 26 
2. 0 0 2.01 
-2. 7 3 1. 45 37 11. 2 6 -. 89 -_-_--_---.-__ 11.6-0.893’ 
0. 350 8 0 “i 4 -4.45 0 -20. 0 1 3.59 0 4 29 --.9 0 0’ 57 4. 0 -. 0 ---_-__--_.--- 
Torsion: (a) First cycle 
-L / 5 / 6 7 8 !) 10 1 1 1 / 11 
I I 
4bd’) 4blR(‘) 4bd’) 4baPR(I) ) 4bo&) ( 4a3RcZ) (F=,i:;;;I;;;;; - 
WY 1 -- 
HI, c 
1. 687 2. 32 - 1. 897 7. 92 0.210 0 0 
1. 592 2. 45 - 1. 551 7. 15 -. 010 -.70 .031 ----_----.-._. 
1. 067 2. 72 -. 742 5. 05 -. 445 -2. 83 -. 120 -__-------_~_- 
0’ 564 0 1. 36 -. 0 378 
- 
2. 0 60 -. 0 231 0 1. 32 -.045  
__._ --- _-_- ~-- 
AN ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF FLUTTER PROBLEMS 
MODE FOR k=0.1443 FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS 
given under the column headings] 
41 
5 I cl3 I I 
4 3 2 1 
Station 
(b) Second cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
?/bR@’ ?, bI(” ?JbIR@’ 1/ b11(‘) ?,b.Zdz) ~b.dZ) ?/03Rc3) Ya31@) 
Y&?(3) + iYa3P’ 
Ya3R(3) + +,d’ 
- ~------ 
b -- x,,‘br 1 -- WY 1 
EIp C EIp C 
- 
0 0 484. 0 - 83. 49 -484. 0 0 0 
1: 967 000 -. 0 013 
2 
296. 113.0 
-48. 57 - 274. 8 
83. 49 -i 0 
46. 14 5 2. 08 16. 9 -. 35 17.5-0.133’ 
- 16. 82 -93.9 14. 80 -3: 8 2. 23 15. 3 . 21 15.3+0.21i 
0’ 379 0’ 004 34. 0 
4 -4.73 -26. 3 3. 97 -1. 4 88 
0 0 0’ 
6. 6 
0’ 
12 _____-__---_-- 
0 0 0 
(I)) Second ryclc 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
-___ 
4.3R”’ 4”31@) 4bR(‘) ‘+bI’2’ ‘$blR@’ ‘$b,I@) dbo2R@) ‘$ bad2) 4.3Rc3’ 4031(3) 403Rc3) + i4,31’3’ 
403R(3) + i4.31(3) 
- 
0 0 - 15. 99 1.640 3. 12 -2. 392 12. 87 0. 752 0 
-. 060 -. 0019 -16. 02 1. 521 3. 26 - 1. 938 11.61 ,358 -. 059 _--__-___-____ 
-. 241 -. 0289 - 16. 00 . 858 3. 59 -. 872 8. 23 -. 460 
-7 4: 15 
18 -. 474 17. 4-0.116i 
-. 113 -. 0125 -8. 07 0’ 472 1. 80 -. 445 4. 23 -. 242 -2.04 -. 215 18. 0-0.093i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
42 
Station 
1 (4 
z 
4 
5 
Station 
1 (B) 
2 
: 
5 
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TABLE 7.-ITERATION TO OBTAIN TRANSFORMED THIRD MODE 
Flexure: (c) Third cycle 
- 
1 
YOSR’J’ 
2 
Y&’ 
3 
Yb#’ 
4 
Ybr’3’ 
5 
YblR(‘) 
6 7 8 9 10 11 
-- - 
YblI”’ Yba2da’ Ybad3 Ya3R(‘) Yo3r(4) 
Yoaa”’ + if/&‘) 
Yo3R’3’ + iYa3rc3) 
Xo’by 1 b’Y 1 b -- -- 
EIp C EIp C 
0 515. 9 - 102.86 - 515. 9 0 0 
1. 105 
-y 
0’ 
038 311. 8 - 59. 83 -293. 8 
‘E i” -: 
6 
z 
21 13. 4 -. 29 12.2+0.162’ 
1. 000 118. 5 -20. 69 - 100. 5 18: 51 -3: 9 2: 37 14. 1 . 19 14.lf0.19i 
0’ 431 0’ 002 35. 0 
2 -5.93 -28. 2 5. 00 -1. 5 93 5. 5 12.7-0.06i 
0 0 0 0 0’ 0 8 
-- 
Torsion: (c) Third cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
~- 
+bRc3’ ‘$bl “) ‘$blR’a’ ‘$‘bd3) ‘$ bo2Rc3) ‘$ bad3) ‘$LT~R(~’ ha(‘) 
‘hR(*) + i&,31(” 
~Lz~R(~~ + i$03rc3) 
-___ 
XO’Y 1 __- 
EIp C 
0 0 - 16. 73 1. 942 3. 26 13.47 0. 716 0 0 
-. 075 -. 0028 - 16. 78 1. 808 3. 44 1;: y;; 12. 17 .300 -1.17 -. 066 15.6+0.303’ 
-. 273 -. 0272 - 16. 72 1. 053 3. 82 - 1.037 8. 63 -4.27 -. 517 15.7+0.3321 
-. 134 -. 0122 -8.45 
0 0 0 
0’ 577 1. 91 -. 529 4. 43 
1: g;; 
-2.11 -. 231 15.8f0.29i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
~- 
1 1 h’Y 12 I; (YalR(‘) + iYd(‘)) 2 (&3R(‘) + Ghr(‘)) = (14.82+0.445i) E’lp E; 
AN ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF FLUTTER PROBLEMS 
FOR k=0.1443 FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS--Concluded 
43 
(d) Fourth cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
---~ ~__________~~ 
Yd” Y.sr”’ ?, bR(‘) ybr”’ ?,blR(‘) Y bd’) ?,b,dR(‘) iboW Yd6’ 2/d” Y,zZ+R(~) + iYaP I2 (Yo3R 
W + i3/o*r(6’) 
Y&P’ + iY.d” x h&R (*)+ iy.3rc0) 
1 WY 1 b -- Xo’b-y -- 
EIp C EIr C 
* 
0 0 494. 8 -86. 24 -494. 8 0 0 
1: 952 000 -. 0 033 300. 115 3 2
- 
- 50. 17 33 1
-281.6 
2; % 2 
1 
15: 31 -4: 3 
2. 35 
1: 
6 
14: 7 
-. 03 14. 3 + 0.46i 
-96.2 2. 53 . 51 14. 7+0.51i 14. 53+ 0.5472’ 
0’ 390 -. 0 005 34. 0 4 -4*87 0 -2tg 
4. 12 -1. 7 1. 00 5. 8 
0. 
25 14. 8+0.833 
0 0 0 0 
(d) Fourth cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
~___ ~~ 
hR(‘) 4a3r(‘) ‘$‘bR(‘) 4br(‘) ‘+blR(‘) 4blP +b.,R”’ +botl(‘) 4~2aR’~’ 4dP 
4drics) + i403P) x (403R @) + i#aoar @)) 
4a3R(‘) + i4d’) x (4o3R (‘) + ir#aoar(‘)) 
WY 1 -- 
EIp C 
0 
-!0036 %% 
1 629 
1:511 
3. 18 -2. 460 14. 50 0. 831 
-: 28 
0 
-.083 
-. 304 -. 0326 . 843 
I: i; -1. 992 13. 09 . 385 
-. 901 9. 28 -. 530 -4: 58 
-. 096 15.4+0.49i 
-. 588 15.1+0.32i 15.12+0.343i 
-. 150 
0 
i’ 0144 -4: .5; 470 1. 84 -. 459 4. 77 -. 278 -2. 25 -. 267 15.1+0.33i 
0 0’ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I- 
We= 168.9 radians per second; g,l=0.030; vs=390 feet per second 
TABLE 8.-COMPUTATION OF TRUE SECOND MODE FOR k=0.1443 FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS 
r Flexural functions are in terms of b; torsional functions are in radians; $- l=F,z=8.65- 1.6OOi 1 - L 
- 
- 
/ 
2 
I --Q I 
5 4 3 
Station 
2 1 
Flexure 
1 
I 
2 3 4 
Station 
YmSiYu Y&R@) + iy.2r(5) !hR+iYZr 
1 (4 
z 
4 
5 
St,ation 
1 0% 
: 
4 
5 
941.0- 165.58i 1 108.8+0.96i 1 
_____----_____ 61.7+0.85i 
21.06+0.49i 
5.90+0.1% 
_-__---_-_-___ 0 
---_________-- 
_____-------_- 
-_-__--___--_- 
Torsion 
2 
4IR+i4lr 
- 
-0.772+0.4Oli 
-0.786+0.2943 
-0.816+0.048i 
- 0.409+0.0263’ 
0 
.- 
- 
0 108.8+ 0.96i 
-8.4+ 6.3i 53.3+7.153 
- 6.9+ 6.32i 14.2+6.81i 
-2.7/2.493’ 3.2/2.673’ 
0 0 
3 4 
4aZR(‘) + i4.21(~) 42R + i4Zr 
I 
TABLE O.-COMPUTATION OF TRUE THIRD MODE FOR k=0.1443 FOR WING WITH CONCENTRATED MASS ; 
[Flexural functions are in terms of b; torsional functions are in radians; ~3-1=F,3=16.97-6.09i;~-l=&3=0.940-0.313i] ’ 
3 
5 
/J 
I 
0 
I I 
5 4 3 2 1 
Station 
Flexure 
3 / 4 I 5 1 6 / 7 1 2 8 10 9 
yblR(‘) + +,b,d”= 
Fn(YuR+~Ynr)-l- 
ii;nhz-l-~Y~2r) 
YbolR(‘) = 
i?,baZI(‘) + 
lii3k/o2R + iY.zr) 
F23GA2RS iynr) F,3(.7/,,RS iY,,l) !h2R+ ;?/I21 !hR+iihl 1 YlRSiY,l 
Station 
y&R t i&21 Y3RtiY3r 
-494.8t86.24’ 
_ _ - _ - _ - . - _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0 
- 5.56+ 0.64i 
-4.87+ 1.05i 
-1.91+0.42i 
0 
0 
13.6-0.032: 
14.7t 0.51i 
5.8+0.25i 
0 
19.9+23.2i 
19.3t 13.843 
13.6t6.125 
5.0+ 1.95i 
0 
l(A) 
i 
5” 
.56.3+ 12.3Oi -551.1t73.94; 50.1+ 29.71’ - 30.2- 6.5i ~ 19.9$23.2i / 
._______..__. ______...._..__!_______________ _____...-..~ 11.26+13.23i 
3.80$4.56i 
:IT::::::IIIIIT‘-- 
_-_~_~-.._-._-____-_--____ __._--.--.. 1.06s 1.28i 
.-----------_____------------ --_-_-_--.-- 0 
_--------______ 
____________-_- 
.-_-_-_________ 
Torsion 
1 2 3 4 I 5 6 ( 7 8 
+blR”’ + i+blI(” = +baZR(‘) + 
P13(411n -t-id&+ i4ba2r(*) = F23(412R+ i4,zr) F,3(hR t &,) i 412R+74121 411RSI4111 4IRt i41r 4drf t i4.u 
F23(412Rti4m) li;3(4a2Rti4.2r) I 
9 IO 
Station 
43R t i&r 
-I - 
109 
2 
: 
5 
____-_.-_--____ 14.50+0.831i _______._._.. _______.__.._ _-i- ____._..__ --.. ..__.._ ---_~ -0.227-0.089% -13.5hS 
______________- _______---_-__ ~--m-em ____ I_____ -__-- ____ -~--~-~---~~----~--~-~-~-----~ -0.208-0.113i: 12.3;+4.55: 
0 13.35+5.343 
- 1.28-0.0963’ 10.88t4.342: 
- 4.58- 0.588i 4.29+ 1.71i 
-2.25-0.267i 2.31+0.9Oi 
0 0 
